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CITIZENSHIP

• Do your share to make your school and community better
• Cooperate •Get Involved in community affairs • Stay informed, vote • Be a good neighbor
• Obey laws and rules • Respect authority • Protect the environment
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The school districts of
Calloway County and Murray
Independent may be considered
rivals by some, but on
Thursday
night, the two
districts came
together on a
mission both
have been taking
since
2010.
At that time,
•
the districts
agreed that a
new technical
center
was
needed for students
of
Calloway
County and
Murray high
schools. That
is why members of both
boards of eduNoskins
cation
were
smiling
so
much at the end of a special
called meeting at MISD's
Carter
Administration
Building.
They had both reached the
point where cogstruction can

OvIAR Di Wu Oily
Do not repay anyone evil for
evil. Be careful to do what is
right in the eyes of everybody. If
it is possible, as far as it
depends on you, live at peace
with everyone.
Romans 1217-18

IsOLLORYTUCKER1 For thetedger
Former Racer Cameron Payne shakes hands with NBA Commissioner Adam Silver on stage after being dratted 14th overall by the Oklahoma City Thunder during the NBA basketball draft Thursday, June 25, 2015 in New York. Payne is the highest-drafted NBA player in Murray State history. For more see Sports, page 10A.

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The lack of a quorum at a recent Kentucky
Infrastructure Authority committee meeting almost
delayed the City of Murray's wastewater treatment
plant project, but the city is now back on track.
The city is preparing to break ground on a project to
make the necessary upgrades to the wastewater treatment plant to comply with environmental protection
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•See Page 2A

agency regulations, and the Murray City Council heard
the latest progress update at its Thursday night meeting
from Todd Solomon with the GRW engineering firm.
Cobra Industrial Services, Inc. was hired for the project after it submitted a bid of about $45.1 million, and
the city was seeking an additional loan from the KIA of
about $15.5 million to help pay for it, Solomon said the
additional funding request was scheduled to go before
the KIA's capital projects committee on June 16, but
even though legislators who were on the committee

were called ahead of time, there was not a quorum
present at the meeting.
This could have been quite a problem because the
committee was not scheduled to meet again for another month, and the contractor wants to take full advantage of the construction season, Solomon said.
However, he said Mayor Jack Rose made a number of
phone calls, and the KIA's finance committee was able

•See Page 5A
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Gase's Camaro
July 10 at Sparta
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With an executive order concernmg Kentucky's minimum wage slated to go into effect next week, the
Murray Calloway Transit Authority
Board of Directors met Thursda.x to
prepare.
Gov Steve Beshear issued the order
June 8,calling for a minimum wage
hike to $10.10 per hour for private
companies who have service contracts with the commonwealth for
contracts beginning on or after Jul!, 1.
This also goes to any subcontractor
working under a service contract in
regards to "employees who perform
or work on or in connection with the
government contract."
The board was meeting in preparation for this happening. being that
MCTA acts as a subcontractor that
provides services to the state.
Therefore, the board unanimously
passed a motion to immediately
increase salaries of workers currently

City avoids delay on wastewater plant project

Bunny Lanning

270-753-1916

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Pinnacle firm
wins CTC job
after approval
of local boards
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MOVE TO LIVE, LAVE TO MOVE!
it's a fact—P•opl• who ars physically ective No longed!
Everyone's health oan benefit from physical activity, regard'4111lik lees of age,
ethnicity, shape, or alas! So. start moving today
fora healthier, longer Wel
Calloway County Health Department

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

machines zipping around the
track at Kentucky Speedway in
Sparta during the N XS
Pat Harrington and Linda Kentucky 300 of NASCAR's
Avery both say they are not Mink), Series, which will be
very familiar with NASCAR.
the forerunner to the following
Come July day's Quaker State 400.
10, though,
"I've got to go up there now.
they both say That's all there is to it,"
they will have Harrington said Thursday. This
a reason to be was a few hours after learning
watching a that her late husband, longtime
race involv- Calloway County Attorney
ing
the David Harrington, will be
nation's top memonalized during the race
stock car rac- as his picture, along with those
ing circuit. of several other Kentuckians,
That is when will appear on the No. 52
the face of Chevrolet Camaro driven by
someone very special to them
will appear on one of the

II See Page 2A

65540 20101

Photo provided
The Chevrolet Camaro of NASCAR driver Joey Gase is shown covered in photos of organftissue donation recipients and donors last year at Kentucky Speedway in Sparta. The face of
longtime Calloway County Attorney David Harrington, who died last year, will appear on his
car July 10 during the NXS Kentucky 300.
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms, mainly after 11am.
Partly sunny, with a high near
88. West southwest wind 5 to
7 mph.
Friday Night: Showers and
thunderstorms likely, mainly

before lam. Cloudy, with a
low around 68. South southwest wind 8 to 13 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 70
percent.
Saturday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 78. North
northwest wind 9 to 11 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 62.
North northwest wind 5 to 9
mph becoming light after midnight.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 81. West wind around 7
mph.
Sunday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 66.
South wind 7 to 9 mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
82. Southwest wind 10 to 15
mph, with gusts as high as 23
mph.

From Front

Station Burger to raise money
for family of fallen trooper
Staff Report
lite owner of the Station Burger
Company in will be raising money at
both their Murray. and Paducah today
for the family of the Kentucky State
Police trooper who died on duty
Tuesday.
Sgt. Dean Patterson with KSP Post
1 in Mayfield, said the collection for
Eric K. Chrisrnan's family will be
taken during business hours. Each
store will have a bin located in the
store to collect donations that will be
provided to Chrisman's family, he
said. He said the proceeds would be
presented to the family to help with
expenses associated with his passing.
According to KSP,the fatality collision occurred on U.S. 62 approximately two miles west of Grand
Rivers at 5:48 p.m. Tuesday.
Chrisman. 23, was operating a 2010
Ford Crown Victoria Police Cruiser
westbound on U.S. 62 while respond-
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MCTA...

making $9.20 an how, the current
minimum figure, to the ordered
amount of $10.10.
"At this point, we have been told to
put a hold on actually going through
with it because there is still question
as to whether we fall within the discussion. The prevailing idea for us,
though, is that we will so this gets us
ready," said MCTA Executive
Director Bjarne Hansen."There is not
a mandate really in effect yet; otherwise we'd already be going through
with it.
it's not a surprise to us that this is
coming," Hansen said. "It is a surprise, though, of how quickly it is
happening. The big thing this motion
does is, it puts us in compliance if the
order does take effect on July I. Had
we not done this and that order does
take effect, which we are believing it
will, then we'd be out of compliance.
which we don't want to be at all."
If the order does take effect and
ing to a reckless driving complaint MCTA is included as being among
when he failed to negotiate a curve. the many agencies impacted, it also
His cruiser crossed into the eastbound will mark a third adjustment of the
lane into the path of an oncoming MCTA budget in the past two months.
2015 Freightliner tractor-trailer oper- MCTA was
asked to adjust its original
ated by Richard A.Burnham Jr.,53,of
budget prior to its regular June
Benton.
The cruiser was impacted on the monthly meeting a few weeks ago,
driver's side. Chrisman was pro- resulting in a new budget of
nounced dead at the scene by $861960.
By taking the action they did
Livingston County Coroner Jeff
Armstrong. Burnham was transported Thursday, the board members also
via KSP personnel to the Marshall avoid having to call an additional
County Hospital, where he was treat- meeting between now and the next
ed and released. Both operators were regular meeting date on
July 14.
wearing seatbelts, KSP said.
Hansen added that it also appears
Chrisman was originally from
that MCTA has the financial strength
Lawrenceburg and was residing in
to
handle the seemingly imminent
Eddyville while assigned to Lyon
increase.
He said he learned a few
County. He graduated from the KSP
Academy, Class 92, in January of days ago that the slaw Medicaid program is raising rates for rides, mean2015.
The crash remains under investi- ing added expected revenue for
gation by KSP.•
MCTA.11
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Photo provided
NASCAR driver Joey Gase, eighth from right, is shown with several organ/donor recipients
and organ donor families last year at Kentucky Speedway in Sparta.

•Harrington graces...
From Front

as those of the many people with
whom David worked in his 21
years as county attorney.
"We worked with him and we
knew how he always tried to
help people," said Avery, who
has been a strong advocate for
organ and tissue donation for
several years. "When 1 told my
staff about this(Thursday morning), everybody just started crying because it meant so much.
"I think this is an outstanding
way for us to share with the
nation — and of course, our
community — how important
this is. It means the world to me
that this is happening, and I
believe David wants to further
this mission."
Gase has made organ/tissue
donation a personal cause, driven by the death of his mother.
Mary, in 2011. According to a
press release, Mary has helped
at least 66 people through donations she enabled to be possible
by proclaiming her desire to be a

donor. Pat said she has been Sold
that David has helped 24 people
so far with his donations.
Gase drives primarily on the
Xfinity Series but is also now
getting time with NASCAR's
biggest draw, the Sprint Cup
Series.
"We've gotten to know Joey
the past few times (NASCAR)
has come to Kentucky, and his
story' is just so telling and touching," said Shelley Snyder, executive director for the Trust for
Life. "He has met with the
recipients of his mother's kidneys, her liver, other organs and
he's seen how it changed their
lives. This is a chance to expose
hundreds of thousands people to
this subject, and it's all from just
having these cars drive really
fast in a circle.
"We have a tailgate for our
donor and recipient families
every year, and they're the ones
that really should get all of the
credit. They're ones that made
this possible with their decisions
and the decisions of their loved
ones."•

Joey Gase. Gase has gained
much attention this year as his
car had promoted the Donate
Life program for organ and tissue donation.
David Harrington and two
other Kentuckians who will
appear on Case's car were all
organ and tissue donors upon
their deaths. Harrington died
last August.
"I am just so touched about
this," Pat said. "I know 'honored' and 'privileged' are words
that are so overused, but they
really are true. When I saw the
press release (Thursday) saying
that David was going to be on
the car, I just cried and cried.
"David actually did like racing. He wasn't what you would
call a die-hard fan, but he did
watch them quite a bit. He did
actually go to a race at Bristol
(Tennessee)."
Pat said much credit for this
happening goes to Avery, the
Calloway circuit court clerk, as
well as president of the
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks'
Trust for Life for the last five
years. The Trust advocates that
Kentucky drivers proclaim their
intention to be organ/tissue
donors on the backs on their driver's licenses.
Pat said Avery wrote an essay
that set the wheels in motion for
David Iobe part of the display
AP Photo/Dave frechatte
on Gase'is car at Sparta. On
Thuridirthongh. Avery said The car of Joey Gase, 52, is shown during the NASCAR
she was just expressing thoughts Xfinity series auto race a few weeks ago at Michigan
straight from her heart, as well International Speedway in Brooklyn. Michigan.
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707 Horsepower -- 200 Miles Per Hour
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$20 before June 20th.
$25 after June 20'.
Race Day Registration
starts at 6:00Am.

5-K Race will begin and end at
Primary Care Medical Center.
The course is an out and
back with a slight incline.
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First, Second, & Third place
awards(mak tort trimilt,) in the
following age categories:
12 & Under. 13-18, 19-24,
25-29, 30-74, 35 39, 40-44,
45-49, 50-54, 55-59,60-69,
& 701
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For more information call Jonathon
Janes(270)759-9200 or email
jjanes a primarycaremedcenter.com
Download the preregistration form
at ww,,PrimaryCareFvr.ryvvhr-re
or Freedom Fest 5K a swab.*
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Edelen announces forthcoming audit
of University of Louisville Foundation
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Auditor
Adam Edelen said Thursday his office will review
the University of Louisville Foundation following
complaints about huge deferred compensation
packages the foundation awarded to the school's
president and other top campus officials.
The review will cover fundamental issues involving the foundation, including its governance
and oversight, Edelen said. His
office also will look into foundation actions and the governance
structure of the UofL's Board of
Trustees, he said.
"I have heard from dozens of
business and community leaders
who believe that a review by my
Hughes
office will be a constructive
exercise, resulting in easing tensions and a fact-based path for
moving forward," Edelen said in
a statement.
Dr. Robert C. Hughes of
Murray, who is chairman of the
trustees and the foundation, said
in a statement that school officials look forward to working
with the auditor's office on the
Edelen
review.
"Since recent questions arose in the media, we
began action to clarify misinformation about the
UofL Foundation and its importance in supporting
the University of Louisville," the statement said.
The independently operating foundation manages $1.1 billion in assets, including property and
UofL's $842 million endowment, university
spokesman Mark Hebert said.
The auditor's review follows news reports that
the foundation awarded million-dollar-plus
deferred compensation packages to James
Ramsey, the school's president, and his top aides.
The Courier-Journal reported in February that
the foundation paid deferred compensation in
2012-13 of $2.4 million to Ramsey, $1.8 million
to Provost Shirley Willihnganz and $1.3 million to
Chief of Staff Kathleen Smith. That is in addition

to their salaries.
Louisville TV station WDRB reported some of
the deferred compensation had been backdated
and credited with fictional investment returns, that
Willihnganz and Smith also had been paid by a
separate nonprofit created by the foundation, and
that Ramsey had received $2.5 million from the
foundation in 2008.
Ramsey's base salary totals $636,480, according
to UofL. Base salaries for Willihnganz and Smith
total $393,536 and $229,588, respectively.
Willihnganz is stepping down as UofL's secondranking official at month's end, with plans to
return to teaching in 2016 after a sabbatical.
UofL Trustees Steve Wilson and Craig
Greenberg have said the foundation needs to
answer to trustees to ensure transparency and better coordination of compensation, the Louisville
newspaper reported.
Edelen noted that under state law, university
trustees are required to oversee the compensation
of the school's president, faculty and staff.
"The foundation is critically important to the
university, but it must be fully transparent,"
Edelen said.
Edelen noted that Ramsey's tenure as UofL president has been one of significant growth at the
school.
UofL's endowment in 2002, when Ramsey
became president, was $221 million, according to
school officials. Last year, UofL surpassed its $1
billion fundraising goal for a capital campaign
aimed at boosting student scholarships, faculty
support and research.
Meanwhile, the University of Kentucky manages its $1.2 billion endowment, school officials
said.
UK has deferred compensation plans for its
president, Eli Capilouto, and for Dr. Michael
Karpf, executive vice president for health affairs,
school spokesman Jay Blanton said. Capilouto,
who became UK president in 2011, is to receive
$950,000 in deferred compensation if he stays
through 2018. Karpf has received $1.34 million in
deferred compensation, Blanton said.
Edelen, a Democrat seeking a second term as
auditor in the November election, said he expects
the UofL Foundation review to take months.•

HAVVKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
A truck is pictured escorting a large piece of equipment Thursday morning as it makes its way
south on South 12th Street.

Hundreds attend first funeral
for SC church shooting victims
frechette
NASCAR
Michigan

By JONATHAN DREW
Associated Press
CHARLESTON, S.0. (AP) —
Police officers stood guard and
checked bags as hundreds of people filed into a church Thursday
for the first funeral for victims of
the massacre at a historic black
church.
The increased security comes
amid a heated debate over the
Confederate flag and other symbols of the Confederacy around
the South and elsewhere. A monument to former Confederate
President Jefferson Davis had the
phrase "Black Lives Matter"
spray-painted on it Thursday in
Richmond, Virginia, the latest of
several monuments to be defaced
around the country.
The first funeral was for 70year-old Ethel Lance,a Charleston
native who had been a member of
the Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church for most of her
life. Police say a gunman walked
into the church during a Bible
study June 17 and opened fire in a
racially motived attack.
Lance served as a sexton at the
church for the last five years, helping to keep the historic building
clean,and she loved gospel music.
She had five children, seven
grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren.
"She can be a symbol for love,"
said grandson Brandon Risher,one
of several grandchildren to speak.
"Hate is powerful but love is more
powerful."
People dabbed at their eyes with
handkerchiefs and batted at the
muggy air with cardboard fans
handed out at the door. The Rev.
Jesse Jackson, Mayor Joe Riley
and Gov. Nikki Haley and U.S.
Rep. Mark Sanford attended.
Services for Sharonda ColemanSingleton, 45, were scheduled for
Thursday afternoon. She was an
assistant pastor at Emanuel AME
and one of the nine people slain
when police say a white man
opened fire during a Bible study in
a racially motivated attack.
Funetals for the other victims
were set to happen over the next
week,including one Friday for the
dairch pastor, the Rev. Clements
Pinckney.
In Richmond, the Davis statue
was among a number of symbols
to the Confederacy that have come
under fire since the mass shooting.
In Memphis.Tennessee,the mayor
said he thinks a statue of
Confederate General and Ku Klux
Klan leader Nathan Bedford

Forrest should be removed from a
city park and his grave, also at the
park, should be relocated.
Dylann Storm Roof was captured a day after the shootings
when a motorist spotted his
Confederate license plate. Images
on a website created in Roofs
name months before the attacks
show him posing with the
Confederate flag and burning and
desecrating the U.S. flag. He also
poses at Confederate museums,
former slave plantations and slave
graves.
Haley started the groundswell
against Confederate icons Monday
by successfully calling on South
Carolina lawmakers to debate taking down the Confederate battle
flag flying in front of the
Statehouse. Then Alabama Gov.
Robert Bentley, also a conservative Republican, issued an executive order that brought down four
secessionist flags Wednesday. He
compared the banner to the universally shunned symbols of Nazi
Germany, a stunning reversal in a
region where the Confederacy was
formed 154 years ago and where

Jefferson Davis was elected president.
Meanwhile,the Charleston magistrate who asked for sympathy for
Roofs relatives was replaced. The
South Carolina Supreme Court
didn't give a reason for replacing
Charleston
County
Chief
Magistrate James Gosnell.
During a bond hearing on a
weapons charge against suspect
Dylann Roof, Gosnell expressed
sympathy for Roofs families, as
well as the victim's families.
Gosnell's attorney didn't immediately return a message seeking
comment.
Pinckney's body was in the
South Carolina Statehouse on
Wednesday, lying in the lobby
between the House and Senate
chambers. Viewings were planned
in his hometown in Ridgeland
Thursday afternoon and at
Emanuel AME church Thursday
night.
His funeral is set Friday morning
at the College of Charleston, with
President Obama set to deliver the
eulogy.•

If you have an idea for a business,
the Kentucky Innovation Network can help you turn
your dream into reality.
Our experienced and educated business leaders can help you take an
existing product or service - or just an idea for one - from concept to sale.
We assist startup and high-growth companies through opportunity
assessment, business planning and getting access to local venture capital

We can help you too. And best of all - it's free.
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Auditions to be held

Photo provided
CONFERENCE HELD FOR
AREA EDUCATORS: More
than 50 area educators and
community leaders gathered
State
Murray
the
at
l
Regiona
h
ty
Universi Paduca
campus on Monday, June 22,
for the Lite Fundamentals
Literacy
Financial
and
Conference. This event was
coordinated by Todd Broker
of the MSU Center for
Economic Education in participation with the Kentucky
Economic
on
Council
Education. Two major sponsors were the MSU Office of
Regional Outreach and the
Paducah Bank with additionthe
from
support
al
Department of Financial
Institutions, the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis
and Regions Bank.

Chance Film Productions will hold the final
auditions for the feature film, "Candles," on
Sunday,June 28,from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. at the
Murray State University CFSB Center.They are
looking to fill two women roles 25-35 years of
80
age, five men roles from 30 - 45 years old,
all
ages
100
and
of
roles for men and women
children (girls) from 7-15 years old. Underage
girls must have a parent or guardian present.
Datebook Auditioners should bnng a resume and a head
Martha
shot and full length photo. A photographer will
Finney Andrus, be present to take photos for a fee for those
Community
without snapshots. For more information, coneditor
tact Chance Film Productions, LLC at chancefilmproductionslIc@gmail.com.

demonstration
Radio Club to holdAmateur
Radio Club will be demon-

The Murray State University
um at Murray State University
strating amateur radio at the Arboret
Pullen Farm on Saturday,
ure's
on the Hutson School of Agricult
is invited to come and see
public
The
p.m.
June 27, beginning at 1
to get their own FCC
how
learn
and
ies
capabilit
ham radio's new
radio license.

homecoming
Stewart Cemetery to have
will be Sunday. June 28. A

The Stewart Cemetery Homecoming
is located off of U.S.
potluck meal will be at noon. The cemetery
ns may be sent to Sue
Donatio
Dexter.
and
Almo
between
641 north
For more informa42020.
Thweatt, 2161 Radio Road, Almo, KY
tion, call 270-753-3494.

ed
Conservation Workshop plann
ps,

sponsored by
Summer Conservation Series of Worksho
and
Development
ation
Conserv
e
Resourc
e
Purchas
Jackson
ation
Foundation, partnering with Calloway County Conserv
of
city
the
on
and
Extensi
ive
Cooperat
District, Calloway County
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Robert Preston Howard
e
Dr. Robert Sawyer Howard and wife, Mallory Rudolph Howard, proudly announc
2:49
at
2015,
16,
June
,
Tuesday
born
,
Howard
the birth of their son. Robert Preston
p.m., at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He weighed 8 lbs. 2 oz. and measured 20 1/4 inches.
Robert Preston Howard is an eighth generation Calloway countian. His grandparents
gist;
include Cindy Howard of Kirksey and the late Dr. Russ Howard, Murray cardiolo
of
Carnee
wife
and
Robbie and Lisa Rudolph of Kirksey. an uncle, Grant Rudolph
s,
of
Memphi
Drew
Murray. His aunts include Kimberly Howard Willson and husband
Texas.
,
Tennessee, and Mary Kay Howard Bowden and husband Brandt of Houston
of
Great-grandparents are Opal Giltner of Murray; the late Rudy and Opal Howard
Russell,
Murray. the late Ben and Myrtle Sawyer of Metropolis, Illinois, and cousins
.
Rudolph
Annalee
and
Willson
Sanders
and
Drew
Mary
,
Annabelle and Blye Bowden
ille
Hopkinsv
the
for
director
health
mental
as
Dr. Howard, a psychiatrist, serves
at Jackson
Veterans Affairs Outpatient Clinic and is also employed as a physician
busiher
family
at
d
employe
is
Howard
Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. Mallory
home
od
childho
s
Howard'
Dr.
at
resides
ness, Rudolph's Inc. in Murray. The family
on Olive Street, Murray.

Movie in the Park to be Friday

Gate
Movies in the Park will be presented by Harvest Land City
be
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26,
June
Friday.
for
movie
The
on Fridays in June and July.
the
and
p.m.
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at
begin
will
s
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"Toy Story."
being
movie will begin at dark with hot dogs, popcorn and drinks
.
repellent
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chair
lawn
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the
call
ion,
informat
more
For
public.
the
to
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is
This event
church office at 270-759-5107 or visit their website
www.myhlmi.com.
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Downtown Saturday Market will beMurray's

Baby Registry

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, June 27th
1:00 p.m-3:00 p.m.

Lindsey Adams
Megan & Scotty Adams
Amanda & Jeremy Allbritten
Jeff & Summer
Williams-Ameloot
Ashley & Shawn Barnett
Kara & Zach Burkeen
Whitney & Mike Cooper
Madison Cossey
& Scotty Esmon

KELLERWILLIAMS

1603 Oak Hill Drive, Murray, KY
Living is easy in this impressive 4-bedroom beauty. With an eat-in
this
kitchen, a formal dining room, 3 full baths, and a huge family room,
#81857
MLS
0
$147,40
today!
yours
it
Make
er.
is a home to rememb

Contact Becky Spann at 270-227-2731

Kristin & Justin Crouse
Katlyn Cullop
Billie & Jason Culver
Robyn & Seth Darnell
Crystal & James Fielder
Jerrica Fluty
Lauren & Sam Freeman
Clara & Nick Gal
Brittany & T.J. Hargrove
Kendra & Nathan Higdon
Tiffany & Clint Jolley
Amanda Kelley
& Zachary McDaniel
Heather & Brandon Lawrence
Leanna & Mitchell McClure
Trisia & Coley Miller
Ashley & Lucas Nance
Kelsey Newberry
& Ryan Higginbotham
Sarah & Sean Payne
Megan & Justin Pitman
Olivia & Dillon Rice
Kate & Sam Rushing
Holly & Logan Schwettman
Katie & Clint Sivells
Candice & Mark Smith
Jaclynn & Josh Smith
Rhonda & Matthew Smith
Tow Stacy & Felix Colon
Jennifer & Chris Swatzell
Jennifer & Cody Weathers

21 Nottingham, Murray, KY
-in. So
Newly remodeled 3-bedroom, 2 bath home. Ready to move
081908
MLS
0
$129,00
items.
many new

The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of
court square on Saturday mornings from 7 a.m. until noon. Vendors
will be offering homegrown vegetables, fruits, along with farm
raised meats, fresh bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry
and textiles. For vendor information, contact Murray Main Street,
270-759-9474.
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Contact Michael Conley at 270-293-3232

301 North 12th Street• Murray, Kentucky
University Square

ecroriet
Children's Clothing
"Horne of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
270-753-7534

Alan Lan
Alan Lan(
June 25,20
Arrangem
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For Heiman to meet Monday

Fort Heiman Camp #I834, Sons of Confederate Veterans, will
met Monday, June 29. at 7 p.m.. in the conference room of First
United Methodist Church. The program will be "The Confederate
She Devil, Sue Mundy."

Young Cemetery seeks donations

Funds are needed for the upkeep of Young Cemetery. Send contributions to Young Cemetery, 8687 Kentucky 94 W., Murray. KY
42071.

Volunteer Murray website available

Volunteer Murray is an online website for volunteerism in Murray
and Calloway County. The website offers volunteers a list of opportunities to help local nonprofits. Visit www.volunteennurray.org to
sign up. Nonprofit organizations may also use the system by clicking the Agency Signup button. For more information,call 270-7530317.

Need Line accepting CSFP applications

Need Line is accepting applications for the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program, which supplements the nutritional
needs of persons ages 60 or older. To be eligible for the program.
participants must be a resident of the county' in which they apply.
meet income guidelines, and complete all paperwork. Apply in person at Need Line. 509 N. Eighth St., Monday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information call 270-753-6333.

West KY Mentoring donations needed

West KY Mentoring needs your used ink jet/laser cartridges. They
recycle them and use the money to provide activities for the children and mentors in their program. Call 270-761-5744 for more
information.

CCPL to present community read

The Calloway County Public Library will present a community
read of "To Kill a Mockingbird," by Harper Lee on Tuesday. June
30, at 6:30 p.m.
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Alan Lane McCallum

III Council...
From Front

considered suspension without
pay. Morris said.
to approve the additional fundRegarding the personnel poliing request without a vote from
cies and procedures, Morris said
the capital projects committee.
the new policies remove the
Rose said this means the project
prohibition of carrying a gun if
is still on schedule to break
an employee has a concealed
ground in July.
carry permit. The change was
The city also approved the
made to comply with Kentucky
first reading of an ordinance to
House Bill 500. She said there is
rezone a 3.89-acre tract of land
currently no city ordinance
at the northeast corner of 402 against
carrying a concealed
Chestnut St. and the 0.41-acre weapon if
the person has a perportion of state right-of-way mit.
along North Fourth Street from
Murray-Calloway
County
B2(highway commercial) to R- Chamber
of
Commerce
2 (single-family residential). President/CEO Aaron Dail and
Developer Robert Bourque is Chris Wooldridge,district direcbuilding a subdivision there tor for the Kentucky' Small
called Chestnut Village, and Business Development Center
before the vote, Councilman at Murray State University,
Jason Pittman said he was excit- updated the council on the
ed about the project. He said Mayor's
Committee
on
was the first subdivision devel- Business Process and Planning,
opment inside the city limits in of which they are co-chairs. The
quite a long time, and he committee has been charged
thought it would be a "shot in with looking business licensing
the 'arm" to the downtown and and processing and to consider
other old parts of Murray.
possible changes to the business
The council voted to approve license ordinance.
municipal orders to amend the
Rose said the target date for
city's personnel policies and the committee to bring recomprocedures and the drug and mended changes to the city
alcohol free workplace policy. council is Dec. 1, although he
hoped it could be earlier than
Human Resources Director
Cathy Morris said the previ- that.
"Like I told my board and
ous drug and alcohol policy did
not allow the use of anabolic some others, I think this is the
steroids, but the policy did not apex of what my organization.
explicitly mention them until Chris's organization and many'
now. The policy also changes that sit on the committee can do
which employees are subject to to make an impact on the future
random drug testing. Only of our business community,"
employees who fall under the Dail said.
description of "heightened safeThe mayor also updated the
ty awareness levels" are irtefud- council on the status of the ,lot at
ed in the pool of those who can the corner of Fifth and Poplar
be randomly tested, and the new streets, which where the old
policy' removes some employ- Murray Municipal Utilities
ees from that pool, Morris said. building stood before it was
The updated policy also demolished.
Rose
said
removes the option for employ- Councilman Dan Miller has
ees to take paid time off if they been instrumental in the discusare found to have a positive sions to possibly put a park
result on a drug test. The time there at some point in the future.
off from work would now be •

Judge blocks Kansas' ban on
2nd-trimester abortion procedure
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) - A
judge on Thursday blocked
Kansas first-in-the-nation ban on
an abortion procedure that opponents describe as dismembering a
fetus, concluding that the law
would likely present too big of an
obstacle for women seeking to end
their pregnancies.
Shawnee County District Court
Judge Larry Hendricks sided with
New York-based Center for
Reproductive Rights. agreeing to
put the law on hold while he considers a lawsuit filed on behalf of
two Kansas abortion providers.
The center argued that the law
would force women to undergo
riskier procedures or forgo abortions. It also noted that the procedure is used in 95 percent of second-trimester abortions nationwide. and said previous U.S.
Supreme Court rulings don't allow
a state to ban the most common
method for terminating a pregnancy.
Hendricks said those argu-

ments would likely prevail in
court, even though alternative
abortion methods still would be
legal.
"The alternatives do not appear
to be medically necessary or reasonable." Hendricks said from the
bench Thursday.
The law was supposed to take
effect July 1.
Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback,
a Republican and strong abortion
opponent, was disappointed by the
decision and believes "Kansas law
should protect human dignity for
all Kansans," spokeswoman
Eileen Hawley said.
The state argued that it has an
interest in protecting the dignity of
human life and promoting more
humane alternatives. But Janet
Crepps, senior counsel for the
Center for Reproductive Rights.
told the judge that such an argument would enable the Legislature
"to assert the same interests and
ban e‘ery single abortion
method."•
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Calloway County Schools Superintendent Steve Hoskins, left, and Murray Independent School
District Board of Education Chariman Richard Crouch were both in a happy mood Thursday
after both districts unanimously approved the construction bid for the proposed Career &
Technical Center of both districts.

From Front

minute like they usually do on
these things, but it was well
begin. By unanimous vote, both
worth it for what we got."
boards approved a bid package
For Calloway County Schools
from Benton-based Pinnacle
Superintendent Steve Hoskins,
Construction for the proposed
Thursday's development makes
Career Technical Center at the
for a positive way to head into
intersection of KY 94 and
the end of his second tenure in
Robertson Road.
that position. Hoskins, who
What really had everyone served
as Calloway's head edusmiling is that the bid was for cator
from 2004-2010, is nearwell under what previously was ing
the end of a one-year term
being predicted.
on an interim basis. He will
a good day; huge day," abdicate his position
to new
rai& Thomas,.-iitthitectt, Superintendent Tres SettlaYikt•
flom
Constwion of week.
'Oweriliboro, wito tbined the
"There are lots of good things
project. in 2014 and watched about this," Hoskins said of both
with
as Pinnacle's low bid boards reaching this point in the
of $6,175,000 was received that project's process. "First, it's a
afternoon."We didn't even have good thing for the students of
a bid in our hands until there both districts, it's going to be
were two minutes to go before good for the teachers and it's a
the deadline (of 2 p.m. good thing for this community
Thursday). Now, that's not real- overall.
ly unheard of. but it was getting
"This has been a good venture,
pretty close.
and we did it together, and this
"But I was happy when the actually marks the first time in
first bid was received, then hap- the history of this state that this
pier with the second and finally type of project has been done in
happiest with the third, and they this fashion."
were all good bids too. Those
Both boards have also joined
bids saved us $800,000 to on
forming
Murray
$900,000 today."
Independent-Calloway County
In fact, Thomas calculated Schools Finance Corporation,
Pinnacle's bid being worth which will oversee the financial
$155.99 per square foot, which progress of the project from this
he called "unheard of in this day point forward.
and age."
Still more good news was
"You don't have that, not for a received on that front as well
technical center. Usually, you're from Joe Nance, senior vice
talking $185 to $220, really," president for the Kentucky
Thomas said.
School
District
Finance
"Let's just say we were pleas- Division of Ross, Sinclaire &
antly surprised." said MISD Associates of Lexington. Nance
Superintendent Bob Rogers. said Thursday that the lower"They waited until the last than-expected bids have helped
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Obama heilt care
law siiives second
Supreme Court fight

Alan Lane McCallum, 50, of Murray, Kentucky, died Thursday.
June 25, 2015, at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Remodeled throughout & TURN KEY READY! A 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room, dining room, den,
utility, attached garage (heated and cooled), huge patio. A
must see at $235,000!

TAKE A TOUR!
www.tiptoppropertiesmurray.com

Gerry Puckett - 270-978-0827

TIP TOP
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with the issuing of bonds.
The initial BG-I for the project showed that $6 million in
bonds would be required. With
the bids coming in lower,
though, that figure has been
revised, Nance said. to $5.2 million.
"I'm very comfortable with
your situation right now," Nance
told both boards. "You're at a
good time for this project.
Interest rates are still at historic
lows as well."
• Pinnacle just edged Paducah
'firms M.P. Lawson ($6,319,000)
and
A&K
Construction
($6,766,000) for the CTC contract. Also, the Thermal
Equipment firm claimed the test
and balance contract with a low
bid of $6,320, bringing the total
bid number Thursday to
$6,328,398. Nance said the
entire project, when all fees and
payments are calculated, will
cost $7,198,442.
The project is slated for completion by August 2016.
"This is the culmination of a
lot of hard work between a lot of
people - particularly, though,
both boards," said James Hicks,
principal of the current Area
Technology Center based at
Murray High. and who will continue that role once the CTC is
established. "It's been a long
road, but we've still got work to
do.
"I tell you,though. I was praying those bids would come in
low today. It was a good day for
all of us." IIII

Investments Since 1854

Prices as M

p.m.

luny 25. 2015

Dow Jones Ind..tvg.-.17$90.00 - 75.71
Air Products
142.84 - 0.88

118 M

AT&T,Inc.__..-.-_--.36.20 + 042

Intel..... ........
32.00 + 0.09
Kroger .....________..72.95 + 0.01

BR&T.

IlopFed KIHK.

12.29 -0.12
. 1645.19 - 0.78

41.02 - 0.14
Bank of trnerica _._._..-. 1736.0.13

Mattel

26.62 • 0.11

McDonalds

95.81 -033

Briggs & Stratton
1937 + 0.02
Bristol Myers Squibb_._ 663$ + 0.04

Merck
Microsoft

C'aterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp

86.73 - 1.44

Jt'Penney .

9834 - 0.93

Pepsico.

1 a hoo

41.06 + 0.13

Pfizer, Inc.

5'7.91 - 033
- 45.65 + 0.02
-

8.79 + 0.01
94.85 - 044
34.01 -0.20

Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor Co.

......_.1638 - 0.28
83.94 • 014

Regions Financial .-.._.._.1036 .0.11
Sears !folding Corp
2828 - 032

.15.43 - 0.07

Time Warner -......---.- 88.19+ 1.09

General Electric
Gino Smith

27.04 • 0.22
+ 0.17

Amazon

440.10 • 0.74

S Bancorp............_.

44.57 -0.17
+ 2.49

Vial•Marl.

_71.86 - 032

Goodyear Tire & Rubber._.31.23 0.10

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants ll-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
270453-3366 1 800•444.1854
Hours.8:00 am -5.00 p.m. 1411-F

MISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as 9001I as piassible so we can get one to you
or give you credit. Call(270) 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times (USPS 306-790) • Murray Ledger & Times is a
member of the Auctioned Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
Newspapers Publishers Association. Tbe Misprinted Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.

By MARK SHERNIAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (API - The
Supreme Court sent a clear message Thursday that President
Barack Obama's health care overhaul is here to stay, rejecting a
major challenge that would have
imperiled the landmark law and
health insurance for millions of
Americana: Whether you call it the
AfrOrilibietare Act, Obamacare,
or in the wOrds of a dissenting justice, SC(YWScare Obarna's signature domestic achievement is,as the
president himself put it, "reality."
The 6-3 ruling, which upheld
financial aid to millions of low-and
middle-income Americans to;help
pay for insurance premiums regkdless of where they live, was thp-second major victory in three year for
Obama in politically charged .
Supreme Court tests of the law. And:
.
it came on the same day the court
gave him an unexpected victory on _
another subject, preserving a key _
tool the administration uses to fight
housing bias.
Obama greeted news of the
health care decision by declaring
the law is no longer about politics!,
but the benefits millions of peopler,
are receiving. "This is no longer
about a law," he said in the White
House Rose Garden."This is health
care in America."
Declining to concede, Houses
Speaker John Boehner of Ohio said,
Republicans, who have voted more r
than 50 times to undo the law, will
'continue our efforts to repeal the)
law and replace it with patient-cen-A
tered solutions that meet the needs,
of seniors, small business owners,
'and
Middle-class
Families.*
HoWever,he declined•Wconitriit to.'
a vote this year.
Several Republican presidential,'
candidates said they would continue the fight, ensuring it will be an
issue in the campaign.
Other legal challenges are working their way through the c_wrts,
but they appear to pose lesser
threats to the law, which passed
Congress withont a single
Republican vote in 2010 and has
now withstood two stem challenges
at the Supreme Court.
At the court. Chief Justice John
Roberts again wrote the opinion in
support of the law,just as he did in
2012. His four liberal colleagues
were with him three years ago and
again on Thursday. Justice Anthony
Kennedy, a dissenter in 2012, was
part of the majority this time.
Roberts said that to read the law
the way challengers wanted - limiting tax credits to people who live
in states that set up their own health
insurance marketplaces .- would
lead to a "calamitous result" that
Congress could not have intended.
.11
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It's Gotta Bo Do's.
700 Chestnut St., Murray •(270)753-9383

Open Mon -Sat 8 am- 5 pm • 24 HR Emergency

270-753-U34
2477 State Route 94 E • Wray

University Church of Christ
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:1
•LEJK:
3

801 N 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1881

Univer
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available at www.murrayledgercom.
This local Church Directory is made possible by these businesses and is always
church is not listed, please contact Martha
The Church listings are provided at no charge to our area churches. If your
at communitynews@murrayledger.com or 270-753-1916.
tive worship directory,
For more information on how to become a supporting sponsor of this informa
details.
more
please contact Walty at wally@burchettmedla.com to acquire

MURRAY'S FAVORITE STEAKHOUSE!
932 S 120' St. • Murray •(270) 753-0440

FITIS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks &
Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
270-753-3540

Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1100 am.

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
Hope Harbor Church
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10 30 a.m & 600 p m

Owens Chapel Baptist Church
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 am.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

RAPER
Bethany Baptist Church
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
749 Poplar Spring Dove
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8.45 a.m., 11:00 a.m
& 600 p.m.

Blood River Baptist Church
Dunbar Road (Hwy 444)• New Concord
Sunday Worship 1100 am. & 6:00 p.m.

"
Atl

Coldwater Baptist Church
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a m & 600 p.m
Dexter Baptist Church
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m & 6.00 p m

2315 Hoplcins Rd.• Alino, KY
We sell and deliver all types of gravel!
Hours. Mon En 7arn-4pm
Now Accepting
mcktpatitCardi

753-9899 RI

- Ephesians 5:25

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
DE_LATILII:DAISAINTS

Church of Jesus Christ of LDS
802 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10.00 a m.
Sunday School 11 .10 a.m.

Sugar Creek Baptist Church
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 1000 a m
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m & 6-00 pro.

EPISCOPAL
St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m

The Spring Baptist Church
10510 North 18th St.
Sunday School 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1015 am. & 600 p.m.

Emmanuel Missionary Baptist
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m

INDEPENDENT

Victory Baptist Church
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

Faith Missionary Baptist
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10-00 a m
Sunday Worship 1100 a m & 6.30 p m

Christian Community Church
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11 .00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m

West Fork Baptist Church
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m. 86:00 pm

First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m., 11.60 a.m.
& 5:30 p.m.

WestsIde Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday.School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m & 600 p.m.

Flint Baptist Church
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 645 p.m.

St Leo Catholic Church
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 500 p.m
Sunday Mass 8.00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Church of the Living God
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 10.00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 30 a.m

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 911, Street
Sunday School 9.30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10 45 a.m & 600 p.m

Murray Family Church
411 Mania Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m

Murray Christian Fellowship Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7 00 p m

Hardin Baptist Church
6867 US Hwy 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 700 a.m . 9:15 a.m
& 1030 a.m.
Sunday Worship 7.50 a.m., 9.15 am..
1040 a.m. & 600 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICE

Hazel Baptist Church
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 am & 6 CO p.m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Jehovah's Witnesses
1052 Stale Route 121 North
Public Talk 930 am
Watchtower Study 10.30 a.m

CHURCH Of CHRIST

Kiricsey Baptist Church
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11 00 am & 6.30 pm
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 1000 a m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Bethel United Methodist
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10 30 a m
Sunday Worship 9 30 a m &
2nd/4th Sunday at 6.00 p.m

Friendship Church of Christ
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10.00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00am & 500pm

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a m &
1st/3rd Sunday at 800 p.m

Glendale Road Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10-00 am.
Sunday Worship 9-00 a.m. & 6 00 p m

Coldwater United Methodist
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 am & 600 p m

ML Horeb Freewill Baptist
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 930 a m
Sunday Worship 11 .00 am

Green Plain Church of Christ
3980 Murray-Pans Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 10 45 a m & 6 00 p m

Cokes Campground United Methodist
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 950 a m
Sunday Worship 8.50 a.m.

New M. Carmel Baptist Church
91 Cypress Trail • New Concord
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m & 600 p m..
New Providence Baptist Church
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m &800p

RE21/11 Church of Christ
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 920 am.
Sunday Worship 920 a.m. & 8-00 p.m

Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 1000 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m

Hickory Grow Church of chest
978 Jackson Road • Akre
Sunday Bible Class 9-00 am.
Sunday Worship 10.00 am. & 5700 p.m

First United Methodist
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9.50 a m
Sunday Worship 8 45 a m 811 00 a m

,•

•

Tim PaInn

Russell Chapel United Methodist
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11 00 a m
Sunday Worship 930 a m
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Temple Hill United Methodist
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9.00 a m
Sunday Worship 10-00 a m

Dexter Pentecostal Church
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 am
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m & 6.00 p.m.

Calvary Temple
2845 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 945 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1045 a.m. & 600 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
First Presbyterian
1601 Main Street
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 1010 a.m
Sunday Worship 11130 a m

- Isaiah 40:31

Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 820 p.m
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31but those
who hope
in the LORD
will renew
their strength.
They will soar
on wings
like eagles;
they will run
and not
grow weary,
they will walk
and not befaint.

Lit* Tabernacle
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 am & 5 00 p m

.

Moo,n

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
_ .

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9 45 a.m
Sunday Worship 10 45 a m
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Palestine United Methodist
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9.45 a m
Sunday Worship 10 45 a m & 6 00 p m

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH Qf_GOD

Locust Grove Baptist Church
1871 Locus-t Grove Road
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m & 6 00 p m
Memorial Baptist Church
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m
Sunday Worship 10 50 a.m & 600 p
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Masons Chapel United Methodist
84 Murray Pans Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m

New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 am. & 6:00 p.m.

METHODIST

Dexter Church of Christ
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 am. & 6:00 p m

Life Community Church
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW Building)
Sunday Expenences 10 30 a m

Martin's Chapel United Methodist
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10.15 am
Sunday Worship 900 a.m

New Concord United Pentecostal
168 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m & 6.00 p m

Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9.00 a m
Sunday Worship 10.30 a m

Coldwater Church of Christ
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:15 am. & 1:00 p m.

1101 GLENDALE RD.• MURRAY
270-753-3714

Murray First Winged Pentecostal
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a m
Sunday Worship 600p m

LUTHERAN

Aimo Church of Christ
955 Old Almo Road • Akno
Sunday Bible Class 900 am.
Sunday Worship 950 a.m. & 520 p.m.

UP (II RI

Lynn Grove United Methodist
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 9:30 a m

Faith Tabernacle Church
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m & 6 30 p m

New Life Christian Center
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10 30 a m.

Christian Science Society
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

S111 GI.ENDALI
Rom)

Fellowship
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m & 600 p m

Higher Prelim Worship Center
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday PrarserWorship 1030 am 8600 pm

First Christian Church
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9'00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
619 5 4th St.• Murray
••
ROD
270-753-6831

Bethel

Harvest Land City Gate
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 630 pm
Saturday Worship 6.00 p.m

CHRISTIAN

REPAIR

Wayrneri Chapel
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m

Harmony Mennontta Church
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 600 p.m.

CATHOLIC

Greater Hope Missionary Baptist
711 River Road
Sunday School 11 15 a m
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6 30 p

"Husbands,
love your
wives,
just as
Christ
loved the
church
and gave
himself
upfor her

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m & 6130 p m

St John Missionary Baptist
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m & 6 00 p m.

Sand

West Murray Church of Christ
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m. & 600 pm

Spring Creek Baptist Church
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

El Manantlal
1222 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9 30 a m (Spanish/English)
Sunday Worship 830 am (Engi
10 30 a m (Sp)

Grave

Kirkaey United Methodist
3691 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10.00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m.

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m & 600 p.m.

Eastwood Baptist Church
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

A,HA:270

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
51 Oakcrest Dove
Sunday Worship 10 45 a m & 6-00 pm

University Church of Christ
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
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Independence United Methodist
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10-00 am
Sunday Worship 11 DO a m

Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6-00 p.m.
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New Providence Church of Christ
60 Chnstian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 900 a.m
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m & 5 00 p m.

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
2317 Hwy. 641
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Goshen United Methodist
4726 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10 00 a.m
Sunday Worship 900 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9.45 a.m

Union Grove Church of Christ
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 1000 a m
Sunday Worship 10 50 a m. & 6 00 p m

t

Good Shepherd United Methodist
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m.

New Concord Church of Christ
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9 50 am & 6.00 p m

Salem Baptist Church
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9.30 a m
Sunday Worship 10 30 a.m & 6:00 pro

Cherry Corner Baptist Church
850 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 1000 a m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m. & 6:00 p m

WEST KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
TELECOMMUNICATIONSCOOPERATIVE
: 4,

KIrksey Church of Christ
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10.00 am
Sunday Worship 10.50 a m. & 700 p.m.
Mt. Olive Church of Christ
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 am 8600 pm

Northaide Baptist Church
889 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Seventh-day Adventist
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9 30 a m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10 30 am
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Difficult people
Question: I hate conflict, but it seems so that 'every matter
may be established by the testimony of two or
almost impossible to avoid conflict with diffi- three witnesses.'
If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church;
cult people. What would Jesus do?
and if he refuses to listen even to the church,treat him as you would
Answer: From the moment Satan deceived a pagan or a tax
collector"(Matthew 18:15-17). In the book of Acts,
Adam and Eve,he has been determined to set us we read about
a Christian couple, Pricilla and Aquila, who followed
against one another, as well as against God. As these principles
when they heard Apollos boldly preaching an inaca result, we live in a world continuously caught curate
message. We are told that "they invited him to their home
up in conflict, bitter strife and war. But blaming and explained
to him the way of God more adequately" (Acts
the evil one does not help deal with our con- 18:26).
However,this process was intended for those who shared a
flicts, especially problems with difficult people. common faith
in Jesus. We have no guarantee it will work with
Few people enjoy heated arguments and angry those who do not
have
common faith, but it may be worth a try.
What Would confrontations. Most of us would rather find a There are other times,this
even among Christians, when nothing less
less stressful way of dealing with any differ- than a public
confrontation may be necessary. When the apostle
Jesus Do? ences we may have with one another. We would
Peter was in Antioch of Syria, his actions before the church were
By Richard
rather avoid shortening our lives by high blood hypocritical and misled
others into the same hypocrisy. Because of
Youngblood, pressure, strokes, heart attacks,
stomach ulcers Peter's actions, Paul opposed him to his face in front of them all
or other stress-related illnesses. I believe Jesus (Galatians 2:11-14).
University
While this may seem unnecessarily harsh, the
would propose some alternative ways of dealing sin of Peter was not
only public but also endangered the understandChurch of
with difficult people in order to avoid these ing of the truth of God
within the church at Antioch. Paul did not
Christ
risks.
do an expose of Peter at another church: he confronted Peter faceFor example, Jesus taught his disciples a pro- to-face about the problem. At
the same time,keep in mind that Paul
cedure to follow when fellow-disciples had sinned against them. He always
admonished Christians to act gently and in love, even when
said,"If your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, correcting
one another (Galatians 6:1; cf. 1 Corinthians 13).
just between the two of you. If he listens to you, you have won your
Sometimes our differences with another person are not worth the
brother over. But if he will not listen, take one or two others along, conflict that
might be created by trying to deal with them. In those

times, we need to allow the forgiving
of God to fill our hearts.
The wise man of the Proverbs said,"I erlic
;ielso covers over an offense
promotes love" (Proverbs 17:9). Just as Jesus prayed for the forgiveness of those who crucified him (Luke 23:34), Christians are
told to "bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you
may have against one another. Forgive as the Lord forgave you"
(Colossians 3:13).
The only way left to deal with some difficult people may be simply to avoid them as much as possible and to keep moving forward
with your life. Hopefully, some effort has been made to resolve the
difficulties; but with some personalities, there is no way to avoid a
stressful battle except to stay away from them. The Proverbs
admonish, "It is to a man's honor to avoid strife, but every fool is
quick to quarrel"(Proverbs 20:3). Thus, we are also encouraged not
to make friends with a hot-tempered man (Proverbs 22:24) and to
avoid traveling with wicked men (Proverbs 4:14-16). We need to
stay away from some people.
Jesus did not give us laws or rules to follow to prevent problems
with difficult people, but the above teachings do provide alternative
ways and principles that can help us. God bless your desire to live
in peace with all people (Romans 12:18ff).
(Send questions or comments to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th,Murray.KY 42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This artick is reproduced on the web: universitychurchmurrayxom )
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Various churches have released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: The Rev.
April Watson, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service.
Sinking Springs Baptist: The morning worship service is at 11
a.m. and the evening service is at 6 p.m. The Wednesday night Bible
Study is on Revelations.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship services are at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
Sunday and at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. The church is at 2191 Kentucky 94 E., Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little, pastor. will speak at both the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: A worship service will
be held at 11 a.m. at the church, 2674 Magness Road. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin Trebing. pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. For
more information, call 270-761-4815.
Higher Praise Worship Center: The pastor is E.F. Cleve.
Morning worship is at 10:30 a.m. and evening worship is at 6 p.m.
Williams Chapel Church of Christ: Sunday morning worship
service is at 10 a.m. Sunday Bible study is at 9 a.m. The church is
located west of Murray in the Lynn Grove community, 7793
Kentucky 94W.
Kirksey United Methodist: David Allbritten, pastor, will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Their
website is www.kirkseyumc.org. For more information call 27048
AR!
: Robert McKinney, pastor, will
spe
:45- a.M.
.m. worship services. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m. For a ride to church.call Jimmy Burkeen at 270227-6373.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Rob 'son, pastor, will speak at the 8:45
a.m. and 11 a.m. worship services. The church is located at 749
Poplar Springs Drive.
Lynn Grove United Methodist: Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Worship service, lead by Rev. Samantha Hall, will be at 9:30 a.m.
The church is located just off Kentucky 94 W. in the Lynn Grove
community at 37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass will be at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses will begin at 8
a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist: Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Pastor David
Cunningham will lead morning worship at 11 a.m. The church is
located at 232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist: Mark Dillon is the pastor.
Sunday worship service is at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.,
Sunday evening worship is at 6 p.m., and Wednesday night services
are at 6:30 p.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist: Ronnie Burkeen is the pastor. Worship service is at 9:30 a.m. and Sunday School at 11 a.m.
Wednesday night Bible Study is at 7 p.m. For more information or
a ride. call 270-293-2517 or 270-227-1566.
Goshen United Methodist: Rev. David Allbritten will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service. Sunday night Bible Study and youth
activities for Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist will meet at
Kirksey UMC at 6 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ: Jason Hart will speak at the
9 a.m. worship service on "To Be Like Jesus,- with scripture from
Philippians 2:5-8. Hart will speak at the 6 p.m. service on "God's
Way of Christlikeness," with scripture from 2 Timothy 1: 8-10.
Memorial Baptist: Martin Severns, pastor, will speak at the 8:30
a.m.,10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services on I Corinthians 10:31.
Music will be presented by Ryan Thornton, worship leader and the
Praise Team. Sunday School is at 9:40 a.m.
First United Methodist: Dr. Rick Dye will speak at the 8:45 a.m.
and 11 a.m. worship services on "God Chooses All," with scripture
from Mark 5: 21-43. Sunday School is at 9:50 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist: Rev. Timothy L. Davis II, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. The chuch is located at 711
River Road, South Fourth Street.
West Fork Baptist: Rev. Randy Kuykendall, Pastor, will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Wednesday prayer service is at 7 p.m. Kenneth Greer is Minister of
Music. The church is located on Kentucky 121 North, Stella.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. Renee Meyer will speak at the 10
a.m. worship Service.
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis. pastor, will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service on "The Christians and their Bible," with scripture
from Matthew 5:17-20 and at the 6 p.m. worship service on "How
Am I to React When I'm Wronged?" with scripture from Romans
12-13. Special music will be presented by Stacy Wortham.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Rev. Robert Baker
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. worship service with scriptures from
Corinthians 8:7-15 and Mark 5:21-43. Special music, "CanaanLand is Just in Sight.- will be presented by the church choir. Youth.
ages 5-18. meet Wednesday from 5:30-7 p.m.
Life Community: Meets at the Woodmen of the World building.
C.C. Lowry Drive at 10:30 a.m. The worship leader is Gary
McClure and Chuck Houston is the pastor. The student ministry.
Switch, is on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. For more information, visit
www.LifeCC.Me.

Grace Baptist: Jim Simmons, Interim Pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship service on "Heavenly Minded - Earthly Good,"
with scripture from Hebrews 11:13-16 and at the 6 p.m. worship
service on "Repainting the Lines - The Sixth Commandment," with
scripture from Exodus 20:13. Special music will be provided by
Mary Stallins at the morning service.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Randy McClure will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Music will be presented by Jena Flood, Tammy
Thompson, Jessica Hiter and Lucas Morton. McClure will also
speak at the 6 p.m. service. John Denham is the pastor.
First Baptist: Jeremy Hudgin will be speaking at the 8:30 a.m.
and 11 a.m. worship services. The Lord's Supper will be observed at
both morning services. Vacation Bible School will begin Sunday
evening from 4:30-7:30 p.m. There will be no Sunday evening worship service. Keith Inman is pastor.
Friendship Church of Christ: Charles Taylor will speak at the 11
a.m. service on "Grace is Better," with scripture from Romans 12,
and at the 5 p.m. worship service on "A Bill of Goods," with scripture form John 6.
Northside Baptist: Pastor Brett Miles will speak at the 10 a.m.
worship service on "Stop Working, Start Receiving GRACE," with
scripture from Galatians 1: 1-10. At the 6 p.m. there will be a
Vacation Bible School program and fellowship meal. Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ: Mackie Gallimore will speak at the
9:50 a.m. worship service on "The Certainty of Temptations," with
scripture from James 1:13-17 and at the 6 p.m. service on "Jesus and
the Law," with scriptiomfrom Matthew 5:17-19.
Locust Grove Baptist: ityker Wilson will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Good Shepherd United Methodist: Rev, Tim Escue, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Adult Sunday School is at 10
a.m.
Bethel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will speak at the
9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Pastor Darrell Young will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service and Sunday School starts at 9:45
a.m. Sunday evening worship begins at 6 p.m. Bible study and youth
services meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m. Calvary Temple is located on
U.S. 641 South of Murray.
First Christian (Disciples): Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will speak at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
University Church of Christ: Charley Bazzell will speak at the
10 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor Brad Burns will speak at the 10 a.m.
worship service. Sunday school begins at 9 a.m. and Sunday
evening worship is at 6 p.m. Wednesday service includes a meal for
all children through 12th grade from 5:45-6:30 p.m. Classes begin
at 6:30 p.m..
Hazel United Methodist: Pastor April Arnold will speak at the
9:45
a.m.
service
with
scripture from Mark 5: 21-43 on "Come to Jesus," and Lisa
Chrisman, charge lay delegate to the annual conference, will give
her report and testimony. Music will be provided by Kenneth
McClarty and Cynthia Russell.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist: Pastor April Arnold will
speak at the 11 a.m. service on Mark 5:21-43."Come to Jesus," and
Lisa Chrisman, charge lay delegate to the annual conference, will
give her report and testimony on this year's event. Music will be
presented by the Choir of Mason's Chapel UMC.
Hazel Baptist: Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor, will speak at the 10:30
a.m. worship service on "When the Seagulls Don't Care," with
scripture from Habakkuk 3: 17-29. Beverly Carter will present special music. Carter will also speak at the 6 p.m. worship service.

In our

CHURCHES
Vacation Bible School will be held
at the following churches:
• Hazel Baptist Church - Sunday, June 28 - Wednesday, July 1,
from 6-8 p.m. "Journey Off the Map" will be this year's theme.
There will be a commencement program and fellowship on j
Wednesday for the family. The age for Bible School is preschool
through fifth grade. Wayne Carter is the senior pastor.
• Old Salem Missionary Baptist Church - Friday, June 26 and
Saturday. June 27,from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m., with food being served
each night. The church is located at 2447 Old Salem Road.
• First Baptist Church - Begins Sunday, June 28 through
Thursday, July 2,from 4:30-7:30 p.m. each night.
• First United Methodist Church - Monday, July 5- Thursday,
July 9,from 5-8 p.m. each night. Ages three through those'entering
seventh grade. Free dinner each night. Register online at www.nnirrayfirst.com or at the door.

Life Community Church to host LifeKids
Life Community Church will have a grand opening on Sunday,
July 5 for its LifeKids which is for birth to fourth grade with age
specific lessons. Services are held on Sundays at 10:30 a.m. and
everyone is invited to attend this grand opening celebration.
LifeKids is a creative place for children. Each child is supported
with a teaching style they can relate to, while they connect with
other kids and adults invested in their future and faith. "From day
one, we have believed Life Community Church's mission is to
reach out to our community in ways that are culturally relevant,
dynamic and heartfelt. The new LifeKids does just that, " said
Pastor Chuck Houston. Life Community Church is located at the
corner of North Fourth and C.C. Lowry Drive.

Gospel meeting to be at Williams Chapel
Williams Chapel Church of Christ will have a Gospel meeting
beginning Sunday, July 5, through Thursday. July 9, with David
Lipe as the speaker. Sunday morning worship is at 10 a.m. and
Sunday evening worship will be held at 7:30 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, the service will be at 7 p.m. Williams Chapel is located
west of Murray in the Lynn Grove community,7793 State Route 94
W. The public is invited to attend.

Palestine UMC to have
Homecoming services
Palestine United Methodist Church will have its Homecoming
on Sunday, June 28 with Ronnie Burkeen as the speaker. Singing
will be at 10 a.m., featuring The Kings Sons. Worship service will
begin at 11 a.m. and a potluck meal will follow at noon. Donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery may be sent to Glen Jones,
1026 Colonial Road, Murray, KY 42071.

Picnic of a Lifetime
Come celebrate with our residents and associates
as we become Brookdale Murray
and enjoy an old-fashioned picnic
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1102 Pane Road
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
24 Hour Phone • 270-251-358.3
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CALL FOR
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June 26th 4:30-6:30
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For more information, call 270-759-1555
414411 905 Glendale Rd. Murray, KY 4,1
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9999 • www.sligprop-rty.corn
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Sunday School is at 9:30 a.m.
Jesus is 4 Ever Community: Jesus is 4 Ever Community Church
is located at 10945 U.S. Highway 641,Puryear,Tennessee. Worship
services are at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
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Changing
Headlight Bulbs

y

es, the days are seemingly getting longer again. But you still
need your headlights to be in proper working order.

If one of your headlight bulbs goes out, you
can be putting yourself and others at risk for a
serious accident or a citation for a non-moving
violation. Luckily, changing out a headlight bulb
is a quick and painless process — at least in new
model cars.
If you drive an older model, you may need to
consult your manual, as many require you to
remove the entire lamp to change your bulb.
Streamlined and simplified;recent models require
a one- or two-step bulb replacement process. Here
are the steps:

STEP 3: INSTALLING YOUR
NEW BULB

Carefully rotate your new bulb into place withSTEP 1: LOCATE
in the headlight assembly. Handle the bulb with a
YOUR BULB AND IDENTIFY clean tissue or rag while replacing to avoid leaving behind oils from your skin that can cause
ITS TYPE
Cars and trucks come with headlight bulbs that premature failure. Reattach the wire harness to the
plug into the back of the headlight lens housing. back of your new headlight bulb, and you should
You can find out what type of bulb you need by be all set
checking your manual, asking the service clerk at
your local car care center or by simply opening
CHANGE THE PAIR
the hood and locating the back of your headlight. Remember, if. you are usiog
a different
The bulb holder will typically have a small wire
type bulb for lir' burned-out headlight, you
harness prspiding into the engine bay.
must place that same type bulb in the working
STEP 2: REMOVING YOUR OLD headlight. In fact, DMV.org recommends that
you replace both bulbs at all times to avoid
BULB
Using caution to avoid breaking the affixing differences in brightness, even if
only one
metar
c clip removç the ;*
1
irafriess
bulb. is heried
out.
.

4,

hoId

Rc*t1b tO;rtie;444

the headlamp assembly.

Dead Battery?
Jump it Safely
nowledge of how a car battery works and how to safely
change one can be invaluable information to any driver. Car
batteries can die at inopportune times, leaving you stranded
with no way of starting vehicle.

K

Without jumper cables and another vehicle to
provide a jump,you could actually be stranded for
a long period time. And while that can be dangerous in its own regard, working to repair or jumpstart your battery can also be hazardous.
According to the Sight and Hearing Association,
about 6,000 people suffer serious eye injuries,
including blindness, each year from working
around car batteries. These damages can be avoided with an understanding of how batteries work.

THE WOR1

block of Oil
an estimatE

SAFETY TIPS
Follow these tips from the Sight and Hearing
BATTERY DANGERS
So why are batteries so dangerous? They con- Association at all times:
tain sulfuric acid and produce hydrogen and oxy- • Regularly check your car's battery for wear
gen gases that can cause a battery to explode when and damage
they come into contact with a spark, according to • Purchase a pair of jumper cables that are at
the National Safety Council.
least 12 feet long, color coded, and tested and
Eye injuries are the most common caused bra approved by the Society of Automotive Engineers
battery eXplosion because of the flying fragments • Equip your vehicle with proper safety gogand acid. Whenever cleaning changing or check- gles, a flashlight, and a step-by-step guide for
ing your brery,it is it:v(41444 to wear eye safety jump-starting a car battery
•Turn off.lights, heater,and all
protection.
loads before jump-starting
•Never jump-start a frozen b
SAFETY MONTH
The month of Octotx:r has been designated as vehicles or jumper cables
Auto Battery Safety Month to raise awareness of
battery dangers, promote battery safety, and educate nsokkists on how to pretietly.
jump-stert-:Ind change a batteit: Bu'
until October to practice safe battery care
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WAREHOUSE TIRE

Over 30 Years Experience!

Keith Fain, Owner • 270-753-1111
808 Coldwater Rd.• Murray • Hrs: Mon-Fri 8am-4pm

Service All Makes &
"IITROGEN
Filled Tires

CHRYSLFR

SERVICES:
• Tires
• Transmissions
• Tune-Ups
• Electrical
• Computerized Diagnostics
• Brakes & Shocks
• Suspension and Alignment
• Air Conditioning Systems
• Exhaust, Muffler Systems
• Much, much more!

404 N. 4th Streot • 270-767-0101
vivnv.harlanautomotive.cons
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THE WORK CONTINUES: The Murray State University Engineering and Physics building construction is well underway. One

block of Olive Street has been blocked off for the remainder of construction. Construction began in the Spring of
2015 and has
an estimated cost of $37 million. This is the final stage of MSU's Gene W. Ray Science Campus.

Univision dropping Miss USA pageant over Trump comments
Hearing
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By FFtAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A
Univision network is dropping
the Miss USA pageant and the
company says it will cut all
business ties with Donald
Trump in a spiraling controverover
sy
comments
the
Republican presidential candidate made recently about
Mexican immigrants.
Univision said Thursday it
would pull the plug on its
Spanish-language coverage of
the pageant July 12 by its
UniMas network. It also has
severed its business relationship
with the
Miss Universe
Organization, which produces
the Miss USA pageant, due to
what it called "insulting remarks
about Mexican immigrants" by
Trump, a part owner of Miss
Universe.
During his presidential campaign kickoff speech last week.

Horoscope

Trump portrayed immigrants
from Mexico as "bringing
drugs, they're bringing crime,
they're rapists, and some, I
assume, are good people." He
also called for building a wall
along the southern border of the
U.S.The remarks drew condemnation from the Mexican government as "biased and absurd."
NBC is scheduled to air its
own pageant coverage, as it has
done since 2003, and has
remained silent about the broadcast. But in a statement
Thursday, the network sought to
separate itself from Trump's
remarks.
"Donald Trump's opinions do
not represent those of NBC,and
we do not agree with his positions on a number of issues,
including his recent comments
on immigration," NBC said.
Trump is part of another
NBC program, "Celebrity
Apprentice."

In an interview Thursday,
Trump said his criticism was
directed against U.S. policymakers, not the Mexican people
or government, adding that
Univision would be defaulting
on its contract if it doesn't air the
pageant and he would take legal
action.
"At Univision, we see firsthand the work ethic, love for
family, strong religious values
and the important role Mexican
immigrants and MexicanAmericans have had and will
continue to have in building the
future of our country," said the
New York-based Univision
Communications Inc.
Both co-hosts of the UniMas
telecast also pulled
out
Thursday, while Colombian
singer J Balvin on Wednesday
canceled a planned performance
at the pageant.
"The only thing I could do as
a person. not only as an artist,

but as a Latino that I am, was to
cancel my show immediately,"
he told The Associated Press on
Thursday.
Trump said Univision is submitting to pressure from
Mexican leaders to punish him
for positions he voices as a candidate on the campaign trail.
"They don't want me saying
that Mexico is killing the United
States in trade and killing the
United States at the border,"
Trump said. "Univision is totally laying down for the Mexican
government. ... They want to
silence Donald Trump. And
Donald Trump can't be silenced.
... I have great respect for
Mexico and I love the Mexican
people, but my loyalty is to the
United States."
Univision declined to comment on Trump's remarks. The
company also has the rights to
air the Miss Universe pageant.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, June 27,2015:
This year much of what occurs
seems to happen naturally. If you
find that you are avoiding a lot of
difficult situations, pull back and
consider how you might be interfering with potentially good
struggles arid/or life lessons. If
you are single. as of mid-August
your life will take a surprising
turn. Opportunities to meet more
people emerge,and a special relationship is in the offing. If you are
attached, the two of you enjoy
each other's company more and
more. Consider taking off for
some long weekends. SCORPIO
can be extremely demanding.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Relate to a loved one
directly. You might not agree with
this person, but you will develop a
better understanding of his or her
thought process. Others surprise
you with their enthusiasm. One
person's chatter seems to point to
the wrong choice.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Trust that your words
will be heard and that others will
appreciate your suggestions. You
might want to gain some insight
into what motivates a friend. A discussion could be uncomfortable
yet enlightening.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might be busy with a
project or with fulfilling a responsibility involving an older person.
You will feel as if you can conqueror anything. Be imaginative
with whatever you are doing. but
remain realistic in your choices.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your sense of direction
will take you down a unique path
that promotes creativity and
understanding. When you express
these characteristics, others seem
to be drawn to you. Don't worry so
much, and consider working
through stress by exercising.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Recognize how much is
going on with you that you are not
discussing Know that a friend
notices your mood change. Stay
close to Nome and get into a
favorite relaxing pastime. Taking a
break from your life's hectic pace
will help renew your energy.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A key person in your life
often might opt to share some
unusual ideas Help this person

test them and find out whether
they are workable. Expect a little
resistance at first. A gentle playfulness will mark a significant conversation.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Be aware of what someone
is really saying. as this person's
words could have several implications. You might be surprised by
the response you receive if you
asking
start
questions.
Nevertheless, it is important to be
on the same page.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Reach out to a friend
before making plans. You might
enjoy yourself much more if this
person is involved in what you are
doing. One-on-one relating will
result in mindful conversations
and an empowered sense of wellbeing.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Conversations with others
might be awkward, but understand that you are heading toward
a more fulfilling relationship. You
like your freedom, and making
any kind of commitment often is
difficult for you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You have been going
through a major transformation
that you haven't necessarily
shared. However, those who are
close to you probably already
know. Be open; let them see
where you have been, where you
are and what you are thinking.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** No matter how you see a
personal matter, the other parties
involved might be visualizing the
potential outcome much differently. Take a hard look at what is
motivating a strong stance. You
probably will want to update your
thinking.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others often go along
with your schemes and wild ideas_
As you play out a scenario, you
will find yourself delighted to be
with a certain person. If you are
single, be aware of what is going
on between the two of you. A family member wants your time.
Tonight: Let romance in.
BORN TODAY
Author Helen Keller (1880), businessman H. Ross Perot (1930),
fashion designer Vera Wang
(1949)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.)acquellnebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

By JILL COLVIN
Associated Press
NEWARK, NJ.(AP) — New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is
entering the 2016 Republican presidential nomination contest and
will announce that Tuesday at his old high school, several people
familiar with his plans told The Associated Press.
Christie, however, insisted the reports were premature, telling
listeners on his monthly "Ask the Governor" radio show Thursday
evening, "There's been absolutely no final decision made by me."
Still, Christie stopped short of denying that an announcement
was planned for next week at Livingston High School, which he
graduated from in 1980.
"I can't deny that because I haven't made a decision. Once I
make a decision, then I'll decide how I want to do it," he said,
adding, "Let's everybody remain calm."
The people familiar with Christie's plans spoke to the AP on
Thursday on the condition of anonymity because they were not
authorized to pre-empt Christie's announcement. His plans were
first reported by WNYC radio in New York.
The Republican leader of a Democratic stronghold has been laying the groundwork for a White House run for months, traveling to
early-voting states, delivering policy speeches, and raising money
for two political action committees.
In 2012, he decided against seeking the GOP nomination to
challenge President Barack Obama, despite the urging of many
prominent Republicans, saying he didn't think he was ready.
This time, Christie, battered and bruised following a political
scandal at home, will not be a potential front-runner when he joins
a field of more than a dozen major GOP candidates. Instead, he is
trying to emerge from a pack of senators, governors, businesspeople and others, with more people expected to join in coming weeks.
"I think it's great timing," said Leighton Lord, a friend of
Christie since college who has been serving as his informal liaison
in the early-voting state of South Carolina. "The field is still very
unsettled and I think a lot of people are still looking for someone
they want to support."
Christie plans to make his announcement in the gymnasium of
Livingston High School in the leafy suburban town where he grew
up, about 30 miles west of New York City. He served as class president at the school for three years, and began his yearbook graduation message with the quote, "Great Hopes make Great Men."
Christie often talks about how his upbringing shaped his roughand-tumble persona.
After the announcement, Christie is scheduled to head to New
Hampshire, where he will hold a town hall meeting in Sandown on
Tuesday evening. He plans to remain in the state through July 4,
according to a person with direct knowledge of the plan. The person lacked authorization to release details of Christie's rollout and
spoke on condition of anonymity.
The decision underscores the importance for Christie of doing
well in New Hampshire, which holds the party's first primary and
has historically welcomed moderate candidates who visit often.
The governor has already spent significant time in the state in
recent weeks, holding a series of well-received town hall meetings
and delivering policy speeches. But he remains a tough sell for
many conservatives nationally.
Ever confident in his skills as a campaigner,Christie has played
up his brash persona during the weeks leading up to the launch. At
the same time, Christie has stressed his ability to work with
Democrats, making the case that he can expand his party's support
by appealing to the female and minority voters Republicans may
need in greater numbers to win the White House. III
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Has employment opportunities!
Murray Ledger & Times is expanding
and has employment opportunites!

REPORTER
The Murray Ledger & Times is looking for a full-time reporter able to cover breaking news, public meetings and other events. Applicants should be
personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, strong time managers and creative thinkers. Must be available to work some nights and
weekends. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop
and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a
bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Send resumes to editor@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs. PDFs and web links are
also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916. Ask for Hawkins Teague (ext. 22)
or John Wright (ext. 23).

COPY EDITOR
The Murray Ledger gf Times is looking for a full-time copy editor who can also double as a reporter and photographer as needed. Applicants should
be personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, strong time managers and creative thinkers. Must be available to work nights and
occasional weekends. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking
applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Send resumes to editor@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs. PDFs and web links are
also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916. Ask for Hawkins Teague (ext. 22)
or John Wright (ext. 23).

SPORTS WRITER
Capable of coveting Murray State University Racer Athletics.
Applicants should be personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, be strong time managers and quick,creative thinkers. Nights, weekends
and travel are all part of the job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress,
Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised.The Ledger is seeking
applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a host of
contests and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage year-round.
Send resumes to emarlowe@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos(should
be formatted appropriately). PDFs and web links are also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be
directed to Edward Marlowe at 270-753-1916(ext. 25).

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Applicants should, but not limited to, be able to work flexible hours(mostly from 2:00 am - 8:00 am, Monday - Saturday). Must be able to stand
for long periods at a time and able to lift 50 pounds. Applicants must be able to work well with others and have a dean driving record. Entry level
position.No phone calls please. Send resumes to circulation@murrayledger.com or apply in person.
The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal opportunity employer.
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Oklahoma City Thunder take
former Racer in NBA Draft
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Capturing Cam: Notes from New York
By MALLORY TUCKER
Special to the Ledger

Photos by KELSEY RANDOLPH and
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Murray State University hosted a
event
"LightsCAMAction"
Thursday night at the CFSB
Center for fans to watch the NBA
Draft and meet incoming head
coach Matt McMahon and the
2015-16 Racer men's basketball
team. Dinner was provided while
a life-size Cam Payne cutout created many photo opportunities.

Mallory Tucker was the 2014-2015
Sports Editor of The Murray State
News and traveled to New York to
cover the 2015 NBA Draft.
—
NEW YORK
The night began with
Cameron Payne sitting just ten feet from
the stage where he
later shook NBA
Commissioner Adam
Silver's hand. For me,
the night ended in a
hallway under the
bleachers where I was
able to shake Payne's hand for (presumably) the last time in a long time.
We had left the main arena of Barclays
Center. We left the lights, the cameras
and the noise. The rowdy fans in their
sporadic basketball jerseys, the ESPN
analysts and the Br(x)klynettes were
business as usual - if you can call it
that - in the giant auditorium we had
just exited, but that didn't matter anymore. As Cam took a phone call from
an Oklahoma City coach, I followed
him. I watched him bow his head as he
spoke, polite as ever. "Yes sir. Yes sir.

Thank you sir," he repeated over and
over with the phone to his ear.
Respectful and well-spoken. This was
Cam,a player I knew all too well.
While Cam's journey to the draft
began years ago when he followed in
his father and older brother's footsteps
and picked up a basketball, my journey with Cam began less than a year
ago. This journey has been a surreal
one; one that I sometimes still have to
pinch myself to believe.
This year has been one that I'll never
forget, and I owe much of that to Cam.
As I leave Cam in the back hallway of
the Barclays Center and enter the
interview room, I think back to a day
in my career as a sportswriter that is
burned in my mind.
It was Feb. 10 and I was sitting
across a small folding table from
Cam's giant grin. The 20-year-old
Murray State sophomore shook his
head at me and said: "I'm a regular
young man. I don't do nothing out of
the ordinary." His voice rings in my
ears to this day, because I knew immediately how untrue it was.
Now, it's just past nine o'clock on
June 25 and I'm sitting six feet away
from Cam as he addresses the media
U See TUCKER, 11A
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and poise, but the likelihood of
him being available that far
seemed unlikely - even for genNobody can protect your AUTO
eral manager Danny Ainge.
any better than we can'
As late as Thursday night.
Indiana seemed to be the most
211 S.12tttSt. • Munk KY • Ti.3-3415
Van Haverstock
likely destination for Payne particularly with the Pacers'
need to add playmaking in the
WEI CiSanc•
&Mode"Games
backcourt with perennial AllNational League
Minnesota at Milwatikee. 210 p.m.
Star Paul George.
Thursday's Garrido
Washington at Philadelphia, 3,05 p.m.
N Y Mets 2. Milwaukee 0
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. 405 p.m.
He was also very high on their
L A Dodgers 4, Chicago Cubs 0
Colorado at San Frandsco. 405 p.m.
draft board.
Colorado 6. Anzona 4
Cincinnati at NY Mats, 4 10 p.m.
San
Francisco
13
San
Diego
LA Dodgers at Miami. 4 to p m.
8
But when the Pacers eventualWashington 7 Atlanta 0
Chicago Cubs at St. Louts, 7.15 p.m
ly passed on Payne for Texas
Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh 4 t3 innings
Arizona at San ()sego, 10:10 p.m.
St Louis 5. Miami 1
Sunday's Gaines
big-man
Myles
Turner,
Friday's Games
Cincinnati at N V Mots, 1.10 p.m.
Oklahoma's reported "promise"
Atlanta (W Perez 4-0) at Pittsburgh
LA Dodgers at Miami. 1.10p.m.
(Linano 4-6). 7 05 p m.
Atlanta at PInsburgt'i I 35 p.m
came into full focus on social
Washington (Scherzer 8-5) at
Washington at Phdadelphra, 1.35 p.m.
media.
Philadelphia (Harang 4-9), 7 05 pm
Minnesota at Milwaukee. 2- 10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Cueto 4-4) at N Y Mots
Colorado at San Francisco, 4-05 p.m.
Then, the Thunder delivered.
(Syndergaard 2-4), 7:10 p m.
Arizona at San Diego, 4 10 p.m.
-Worst kept secret in the
L A Dodgers (B Anderson 3-4) at
Chicago Cubs at St Louis, 8:15 p.m.
NBA, Cameron Payne to the
Miami (Nicolino 1-0), 7 10 p.m
Minnesota May 4-5) at Milwaukee
Thunder right?" CBS sports
(Lohse 3-9). 8 10 p m
analyst Doug Gottlieb said via
Chicago Cubs (Ameta 7-5) at SI Louis
(Lackey 6-4). 8 15 p.m
MALLORY TUCKER / For the Ledger
Twitter after the pick. "OKC
Arizona (Ray 2-2) at San Diego (T Ross
kills it again. Cam Payne is the Cameron Payne, drafted 14th overall by the Oklahoma City Thunder, speaks to
4-7), 10,10 pm.
Colorado (Bettis 3-2) at San Francisco
real deal. Payne can move national media at a news conference during the 2015 NBA Draft in New York
(T Hudson 5-6). 10 15 p m
(Russell) Westbrook off the ball Thursday evening, June 26, 2015.
some,can guard. too.
watch."
NBA prospects - was treated to likes of Westbrook, Durant and
TWITTER REACTION
WHAT'S NEXT?
"Like him...a lot."
According to ESPN Stats and a press conference in front of big-man Serge lbaka - who on
"Congrats to my hometown
Payne now joins 22 other
Information, Payne is just the Thunder media outlets and sev- any given night can take control youngin' @DevinBook (UK's Racers who have been picked in
A GREAT FIT
third sophomore in the last 25 eral sports writers from around of an NBA basketball game and Devin Booker) and my Murray the NBA Draft - a trend first
It was the first-ever NBA pick years to average 20 points and the United States.
deliver an outstanding perform- Alumni @campayne proud of started in 1952 by Murray State
for former Florida men's basket- six assists to enter the NBA One reporter asked if he had ance.
you guys! #welcometotheNBA" great Bennie Purcell and most
ball coach and fresh hire Billy following behind former profes- been in touch with Oklahoma
He also discussed his time at
- Isaiah Canaan,former recently continued by Isaiah
Donovan, who now helms the sionals in Jay Williams and City throughout the process - Murray
State.
MSU PG and current Canaan in 2013.
Oklahoma City Thunder and Anfernee Hardaway.
particularly Donovan. Durant
"Well, first thing - the last
Philadelphia 76er
He will have an immediate
superstars Russell Westbrook
Former Murray State shooting and Westbrook.
time Russell Westbrook and
-Just
to
want
say opportunity to produce for
and Kevin Durant.
guard and local resident Dexter
"I definitely talked to Billy, Kevin Durant played together, Congratulations 2 a special per- OKC, much like former
McMahon. who as a former Fields - who was critical in the and I definitely talked to Sam, they was in the championship,"
son & player 4..icampayne! Thunder bench point guard
Racer assistant coach had a Racers' run to the 2014 C1T Sam Presti," he said. "(Thunder he said."So I'm blessed to be a Praying 4 u 4 an amazing career. Reggie Jackson
did before being
front-row seat to Payne's devel- Championship - said it was GM)Sam (Presti) is my guy. We part of that team, and I'm going Keep impacting people! Stay traded to
the Detroit Pistons in
opment, believes it's the perfect exciting to see Payne's growth talked a lot when I went down to be ready. I'm looking forward Humble!"
the middle of the 2014-15 NBA
fit for the gangly guard's talents. from a fresh rookie to NBA there and met with them, I think, for us to get back there, and I'm
- Steve Prohm.former season.
"The great thing for Cameron Lottery pick.
two weeks ago maybe. I had a looking forward to being a part
MSU men's basketball coach
The Racers, meanwhile, will
is this: they have two of the best
"It's very exciting," he said. blast down there in OKC.
of that.
and current Iowa State HC look for JUCO four-star transfer
players in the world (in Kevin "Watching him grow as a player
"It's a big-time step for
"It's kind of funny when I
"Congrats to my brother Bryce Jones to be one of many
Durant and Russell Westbrook), from the first time he got here...I Murray, I'll tell you that. It's a looked at the green room list, @campayne time to turn up. players to step out and recreate
and Cameron makes players mean he was this short, skinny big-time step for Murray. every single one of those teams, #0KC"
the production Payne leaves
better because he gets them the kid that pretty much came in the (OKC) is going to be a good and you had Murray State, the
- former Murray State No. behind.
ball where they need it to be same way he went into the NBA town for me."
lone mid-major. I was blessed I
2 guard T.J. Sapp
Murray is excited, Payne is
most effective, so he will be a Draft - with a chip on his shoul-:
Payne then compared his was put in that position, and it's
"My son al11111111111 the way lit. excited, Oklahoma City is excitgreat asset to them in that der. He still has that same chip. game to San Antonio Spurs crazy, to have Murray State #ProudB ig Brother."
ed.
"That's why I liked him from point man Tony Parker - an idol right there between Kentucky
regard," he said.
- former Murray State
But now,a new chapter begins
"And then Billy Donovan has the first day he stepped on cam- of his growing up - and laughed and all those - most every team,
power forward Jarvis in Racer basketball.•
been known for the last 20 years pus."
when asked if he was the best- they were in the Final Four,
Williams
as one of the best offensive
dressed between him and Elite 8. And we didn't even get
PAYNE'S REACTION
coaches in basketball. He's a
Westbrook.
to the Final Four of the NIT. I
Following ESPN's coverage
basket¢all,offensive coach, and
But most importantly. Payne mean, it's a blessing in disguise
that's Cameron Payne's special-' of the 2015 NBA Draft, Payne - fielded several questions about to have me here. I'm a big time
ty. It's going to be a lot of fun to much like many other of the top his ability to work alcatgside the guy on 'trust the process."

II Tucker...
From Page 10A
for the first time as a member of
the Oklahoma City Thunder. He
is most certainly out of the ordinary. He wears a blue OKC hat
that seems to complement his
navy suit all too well. Yesterday
during interviews he mentioned
that it wasn't hard for him to
pick a suit. His style is impeccable and I can't help but let my
mind wander to the suits he'll
buy with his new NBA salary.
He's smiling at the mass of
media seated in front of him, but
there's something else behind
his smile. He begins with an
opening statement and clarifies
what that something more is:
shock.
"Oh man, crazy day here on
June 25th." he said. "I'm so
happy. I'm so proud."
He thanked God and his family and then he continued.
"I really appreciate the
Thunder. I'm just shocked, man.
I'm excited, man. I'm ready to

get on the court."
Then the questions begin and I
couldn't help but smile too.
From my seat on the right side of
the front row, I listened as journalists introduced themselves to
Cam and started asking their
questions; some generic, some
more interesting. I felt as if I
could answer some of the questions for him. I know him. I
know his go-to answers. I know
his mantras. I know his game,
his parents, his birthday and his
favorite iPhone game. Murray
State basketball has been my
beat since last November, and
this season Cam was Murray
State basketball. During the
rough patch early in the season, I
was there. During the win streak.
I was there. I was in Tulsa. I was
at Old Dominion. I was at his
exit press conference. 1 saw him
on campus and I read everything
there was to read about him
online. And he knows me, too.
He recognized and acknowledged me right away as he saw

me over the last two days - following him from interviews to
events, pushing past security and
pushing the limits of media
guidelines in a desperate attempt
not to miss a second of Cam's
journey. How fitting it seems
that I'm here,ending this chapter
as he prepares to begin another.
I know new beat writers will
get to know Cam. They'll talk to
him weekly, watch him diligently and document every second.
But despite the slight pang in my
heart that gives me - I rest easy
knowing Cam will always be
Cam.
"I mean, it's a blessing in disguise to have me here. I'm a big
time guy on trust the process.
guess that's why God put me
here, for me to share my story
and for me to share my experience and let everyone latch onto
it and hear it," Cam said during
his first press conference as an
NBA basketball player.
To me,there's been no disguising this blessing. I've been lucky

enough to share his story
through writing from the beginning. Cam has changed Murray
State's program, Murray's community and most certainly my
life. As I shook his hand gently
one more time in that hallway in
Barclays. I found comfort knowing that although Cam is no
longer my beat and I may never
interview him again. I was a part
of his journey too, And it's been
a journey I can say neither of us
would change for the world.•
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Members of the 2015-2016 Murray State men's basketball team watch Cameron Payne at the NBA Draft on a
projection screen during the "LightsCAMAction" event
at the CFSB Center Thursday, June 25, 2015.
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The Murray
Rotary Club

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-1 cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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Powerful.
See what the power of advertising
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,Agt,gb

Call

11.‘

Nicki Peach

Call

\Li )•ii.

Kellie
Klessig

$830 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b nay Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Murray Ledger
& Times
Circulation Manager for your
circulation needs

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart SI% tir

for all your
classified needs

The publisher maintains the right to resect or edit any submitted matter

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop
by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)
753-1927
DEADLINES

ADJUSTMENTS

Monday
Smart Saver
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
010

010
Legal
Notice

010
Leo!
Notice

060
Legal
Notice

POO tat
Fn. SUR
Non. 9 a.m.
Mon. 12 p.m.
Tue. 1p.m.
Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

0
II V
i

and

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Re: Commonwealth of Kentucky, Cabinet for Health and Family
Services v. Jason Coleman and Crystal Wofford; Calloway
Circuit Court, case number 15-AD-00007
I have been appointed as Warning Order Attorney by the
Calloway Circuit Court, Family Division, by Order dated April 23, 2015,
to notify you of the nature and pendency of an action filed against you
in the Calloway Circuit Court. This action is brought by the Cabinet for
Health and Family Services.
I was ngt appointed by the Court to represent you in this
case. My only duty is to attempt to notify you of the pendency of the
suit. You have filly (501 days from the date of my appointment to obtain
an attorney of your own choosing, if you wish, and file, or have filed on
your behalf, a response to the Petition filed against you. Any response
should be mailed to or filed with the Calloway Circuit Clerk's Office
with a copy to all opposing attorneys, as well as a copy to myself as
Warning Order Attorney. If you do not respond to the Petition within
fifty 50i days, the allegations of the Complaint may be deemed admitted as a matter of law and a Judgement my be entered against you by
the Court.
You may contact me at the number listed below to arrange
having a copy of the Petition mailed to you.
Chris Hendricks
Attorney at Law
270-293-7311

Now Hiring
MVP group

PRACTICAL Dental
Assistant Training
Registration is now
open! First class is
Sept 12th.This training
course is held on
Saturdays for 11 weeks
allowing you to keep
your present job while
you gain skillsfor a
rewarding career in the
dental field.Information
on the class, financing
options and registration
forms available online
a
WWI smilepaducah.com

Papa Smurf
Storage
lst Month Free!
•New Climate Cont,r
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Read
All About
Iti

a

a
a
a

Located rust north of Murray at Tuckers Auto Machine
Situp, 3731 US HWY 641 North - 270.753.6593
w

LAWN tech needed
Call 270-978-7157
NOW Hinng
ALL positions. Apply in
person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray

Skills, Knowledge and Abilities
•Good problem-solving skills.
'Candidate should be respectful, punctual.
meticulous, with strong team working,
analytical, and interpersonal skills.
*High level of follow-thru and communicate
,clearly and effectively, botti written and
spoken.

•Competitive Pay
•Health, Dental, Vision &
Supplemental
*Nine Paid Holidays
•401K

This is a full time positions with a
fast growing company. Please send
resume to one of the following:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066

ABBCO Service Corporation,
a national contract cleaning company,
is looking for
2nd shift GENERAL CLEANERS,
for a manufacturing plant
Murray, KY area.
Ideal candidates need to be dependable
and pay close attention to details.

1

Home Delivery
Local Mail
icasiory)
$30.00
$55.00 3 mo.-$3000 1
6 mo.
$105.00 6 mo..............455.00
1 yr.
$105.00
1 y r.

3'no.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
3 mo..-.....
$96.00 1
$80.00 6 mo.
6'no.
1
I yr.
1
1
Money Order
Visa
Check
M/C
1
1
Name
1
St Address
1
1
City
1
Zip
State
Rest of KY/TN
r,car ai Buchanan,

1 Daytime Ph.
1
1
1
1
1
s.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1918

LEGAL assistant needed. Some legal experience preferred but not
necessary. Must pass
background
check.
Salary commensurate
with experience. Send
resume to PO BOX
1040E Murray, KY
42071

Exp. pref. Must pass all required

MURRAY

a
a

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Professional Designations/ Licensures/
Certifications
-CompTIA A+ Certification (Preferred but
not required)

background checks, including E-Verify.
1-800-246-3221 x511
leave name and number.

subscribe to the

LEDGER &TIMES

LABORER and operator needed. 270-7590501

$200 off 12ft buildings

I Portabie Buildings 8 Garages)

_
Qualifications and/or Experience
•Minimum-Bachelor's Degree in Computer
Science or other relevant field.

•Vacation
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

• Up to $200 ott cash sales•

-

IT SUPPORT TECHNICIAN

EXCELLENT BENEFITPACKAGE:
FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFtELD
FARM
753-3187

-

•Up to 12ft buildings

Your Business can be Here
Call Nicki
270-753-1916
I have a great deal for you.

112 Industrial Drive, Mayfield, KY 420e6

Work EnvironmenVPhysical Demands
*Must be able to lift up to 50 lbs as
needed

"A Contract Job"
Person to develop A
Home Based Internet
Book Sales Business
Get Details at 409 S
8 th st Murray, KY 48pm
Big Bonus, if viral!

No Money bown
• Now until June 30th
$100 oh 8118 108 buildings

Thank you for your business!
TO: Jason Coleman and Crystal Wofford

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray 1
*Eyeglasses
*Con(acts
759-2500 I
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

autos, batteries, and all aluminum

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Help Wanted

Eyecare Specialties

non-running

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

060
Help Wanted

Wrecked, running

Murray Electric System
The Murray Electric System is now
accepting applications for one (1)
Customer Service Representative.
Job responsibilities include working with
customers on establishing and terminating
electric and telecommunications services,
processing payments, and working with
Customers in person and over the phone
over a broad range of issues, including
billing problems. Successful applicants
must have a high school education.
Prior experience in a utility related
business is a preference.
Applications can be obtained at the
Business office at 4th 8, Olive,
between 7:30 a.m., and 4:15 p.m., M-F,
deadline for applying is
June 30th 2015. EOE

LOCAL family run
small business of 30
plus years seeking
part time to full time
secretary/ receptionist.
Good
computer skills and
excellent communication skills required.
Salary dependent on
experience/
qualifications.
Send resume to: PO
Box 1040 B Murray KY
42071
MURRAY
Peddlers
Mall. Now hiring part
time. Must be 18 years
of
age.
Have
typing/computer experience. Have clear
criminal background
check and drug test.
Be available nights and
EVERY weekend. Must
be able to stand for
long periods of time.
Apply in person 928 S
12th St.
ONE full time available.
Apply in person at the
Christian Child Care
Center. 810 Whitneil st.
Murray, KY

NOW Hinng
CDL Driver
with skills operating
heavy equipment
(trackhoe & dozer)
some manual labor.
Must pass Drug test
Call 270-978-0343
TECHNOLOGY
Company
accepting
resumes for a marketing/graphic
design
Specialist. Responsible
for creating and delivering marketing ideas
and campaigns, Coordinating development of
sales objectives and
strategies as well as
designing
images/graphics for
websites, pnnt media
and
displays.
Agriculture
industry
experience prefered
Experience with Adobe
Creative
Suite,
WordPress
and
Constant
Contact.
Minimum of 3 years
experience.
Send
resume to jobs4taplogic.com
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
CLASSIC rock, Jazz,
Blues, Joplin, Beatles.
Grateful Dead albums.
Zepplin,
Floyd,
Hendnx, Miles Davis,
Coltrane,
Muddy
Waters, etc. Terripin
Station, Bel Air Center.
270-753-8926

Lawn 8 Garden

Houses For Rent

RETIREMENT sale
40% off all plants. No
sales
tax! Zimms
Nursery. Marlin, TN
38227
320
Amrtments For Rent

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, IBA. Appliances,
yard care, furnished.
References required.
$575/ per month. 270753-3949

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2 BR, 1 BA apartment.
Appliances, furnished.
19 Megan Dr. Murray.
$475 per month, 1 year
lease. 270-293-6968
APARTMENT For Rent
1 BR efficiency apartment. Near downtown.
1 occupant only, no
pets, no smoking.
$300/month. Plus utilities. Deposit required.
Call 270-293-2843.
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1833 eit 283

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119£. Main
(270) 753-6266

3BR,2BA North of murray. Call 270-293-0473
HOUSE in MurrayWork for rent, 3 BR
house, C/H/A, car port
Storage building in
Hardin $475/month.
Call 270-703-0549

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12.00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

NICE 2BR 2BA brick
720 S.4TH ST.
house, hard wood Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
floors. No smoking, no
& 10x15's
pets. Approximately 15
(270) 436-2524
miles from Murray.
Country
setting.
PREMIER
References required.
MINISTORAGE
$850 per month. Plus
*Inside climate contiol
deposit. 731-336-7674
storage
Very nice 38R home.
*Security alarmed
Appliances and car*Safe & clean
port.
No
pets.
'We sell boxes!
References required.
•We rent U-Hauls.
Coleman RE 270-753753-9600.
9898

nlannanny al, prpoi.:6
cporfunal proyldin
and entplour,

Cy

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984_
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Murray Ledger
8 Times
753-1916

Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916

111111Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
180
Lawn & Gordon

Brown dyed/Double Convenient in town location!
Hass:Tues-Fti 8-4,Sat 8-12
512S rt.

WORD AD -"25
25 words for 2 weeks

Must run for 3 months

Call Nicki
for more
details!

Add colorfor
just $49 per month!

(270)
753-1916

212 BOX - $199

aL tual ad size)

CLASSIFIEDS / YARDSALE

Lint' 26. 21.11:

28 • t

Auto Parts

We Finance

14. 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

5

es! Prop. For Rent
MI
Commi
[

Shop Bays
Auto, Clean up, Body
Work/ Mechanic/ etc
1 Double Bay
2 Single Bays
Freshly painted.
Bath Room.
New Commercial
Compressor
(270) 485-6122

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

WOODED 7 acres.
Frontage on 280. 1 1/2
miles from Panorama
Shores. 2 former
mobile homes sites on
property. 270-753-4446
460
Homes For Sate

Gallimore
Contractors, LLC
al
tric
Elec
haluselaUtemmerclal/lesaleatlal
James C. Galloon

Over 28 Years
Experience

9
7

FOR sale! 824 N 19th.
Corner lot. 3 BR, 2 BA.
80=11 Bnck house, large lot.
6
Price negotiable. 270293-2741
Obedience
DOG
HOUSE for sale. 2BR
glendhenmere.com
1BA. On 3 large lots;
858.
(270)436-2
block from lake. All
410
newly remodled. Pella
Public Sale
windows, floors, painted inside arid out. Go
AUSTIN Auction
280 to mile marker 8
Service
Lakeway Shores. Turn
on
All types Aucti
left 3 times, to 73 Pope
Benton, KY
drive. Flag waving in
270-705-4859
front yard, land soaping
with gardens. Shed in
the back. Wood burning fire place in the
CreS a e ron on den. Call 270-436Cyrpress Creek. 4BR, 5145. Adress: 73 Pope
2BA with Full Basement drive. Murray, KY
Like New Condition.
Stock 2.5 Car Garage. New
Construction,
Carport All Driveways & brick and stone extenPaved.
Walkways
or, open floor plan,
$439,900 270-293-4602
large kitchen, 3 BR, 2.5
460
BA, 2500 sq. ft. west of
Homes For Sale
murray 270-752-0624

Murray Home for Sale

ia ; approx 2700 so ft.; 5 BR,
Brick, 2 story
and Dining Rooms, Den and
Living
l
forma
BA,
2.5
Sunroom, hardwood floors, C/H/A, New Roof.
Cal 931-2174742
$179,900

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing-Sealcoating
Striping
(;ras el-Dirt-Sand
TONS' IRA% IS

270-293-4256

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Repair

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

w hillelectric.com

I - - -1

COMPLETE CARE'
LLC
MOWING SERVICE I
BRUSH CLEAN-UP •
TRACTOR WORK
-Bush hog drlveway grade
•
270-978-4135
•
.j
.ehartarail tom
L kenlves

LEAF REMOVAL
SPRING CITA N UP
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

GARLAND
RENTAL%

III

"If you've wit it we can store It"

All Size
24/7 SurveMance • Electricity
s
•Now Have 80 Climate Control Unit

812 WIldbasen Ave.

753

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

• weekly &spe,ial pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

101111.KISYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM
•Hoine Improvements
59ath Li Kitchen
Drywall, Painting
Plumbing. Floonng. Decks
Insured 'Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
"I./ember Angies List

•Asbhatt Installation
•Seal coating & stri:
•Licensed-Insured
40 yrs expenence

(270)759-0501

270-436-5959
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

nee
•Trimmeng / Tree
Removal
•ticensedd Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(11733)

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEN1U NT

•

CLEAN CUT
L.AiN \ CARE

6/26

(270) 489-2839

Hill Appliance

753-9562

5

MINI
STORAGE.
tIll I
Un

'Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
*Insured

*Licensed & Insured

3
19

ON BEA

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming

8 DEBRIS REMOVAL

•

Difficulty Level ****

(270) 759-0890

Al

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

5
42

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

725 63984 1
348 1 27956
69 1 548 237
611 5 8 4
937 2
564 873 1 29
8 1 2954673
486 7 1 539 2
1 53492768
2 7 9 38 6 4 1 5

3

6
1

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Answer to previous puzzle

,5, 8

6

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

4155.

32
8

9

270-293-3406

Call 753-5606

SMALL home repairs.
washing,
pressure
painting and general
labor. No lob too small
270-227-9484

oday
at lc
you .
ise
ert
Adv
me
• Rentals
tegals
'w 1/ • Used Cars Ipo
Help Wanted
MERU. in
•Storage
Lost Pet
• Yard Sales 753-1916
uctions

OLYMPIC commercial
A.G.S. Well &
cleaning. Licensed
Irrigation
and insured.
We// Drilling
www.olympicservice.com
Well Pump Service
Residential
Agriculture/
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

ON
M
our
Ask
about

FILIPINO Housewife
cleaning in your home
available 5/days week
25yrs Experience at
cooking & laundry.
Check.
Background
Plus exterior cleaning if
needed. Lisa 270-9708762

Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916
BUSH-HOGGING
Call Mitch
270-227-0906

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
94E
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

*Additions
*Remodeling
•Complete Masonry

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

I will sit with your loved
ones. Any place, anytime. I have references
270-978-4672

Today

We will run an ad 1 day

for free
ri

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

your home
NEED
cleaned'? I can help
you! Whole home
cleaning or partial
cleaning.
home
References available.
270-227-0684

itedete
NTH
COISTINCTIO1

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & kiasterCerd Accepted

Call
753-1918
S we'll be glad to
help

Whether you have a tull house or need to draw from
We're
the deck. the Classifieds give you a wining hand
ndise
your best bet for finding affordably pored mercha
or buyers interested in your holdings

in theC assifieds.

Let us help
you spread
the word -

Classifieds
work!
Call
7334916
to place
your ad
TODAY
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Concept $ SudoKu

84
1

lookIn

on a 9x9 grid watt
Sucsoku is a nurnber-piscing puzzleisbased
the numbers I to
several grven numbers The otsect to place
row, each colurm and each
9 n the empty squares SO that each orgy
once The diecutty Wel
3):3 box contains the same number
Sunday
of the Concedes Sudoku increasee from Monday to

SUDOKU

Lots For Salo

For Sale Or Lease

1990 6620 John Deere
combine with headers.
Agriculture irrigation
equiptment complete.
12 John Deere disk.
Roterra.
12' Lely
Interested party only.
Call Gary 270-435-

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

USED TIRES

270-293-4479

[Ell

Crossroads
Landscaping

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Pizzeria For Sale
-All equipment
-POS system
-Website & Social Media Sites
-Customer database
-Walk-in ready or relocation
-Owner financing available
-$99,000 Firm

Murray Lei

Murray Ledger & Times

DEADLINES:
DAY- WEDNESDAY BY 12:00
THURSDAY-TUESDAY BY 12:00, FRI
WEDNESDAY- MONDAY BY 12:00,
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Today is
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days left in
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G110
111
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ONLY $100.N
PEI MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
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rim MIMS
(270) 7534010.
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806 Broad St.
SAT.(6/27) 7AM-t
Murray Estates Dr

Table saw, sheet rock lift, dishes, fencing.
large gnnder, metal shelving, tricycle,
clothes and much more!

e
Middl0

GlenwOod Dr

gh".0
Crossfield Dr

Elm StLkg
5Locust-St

SAT.(6/27) 7AM-/

-Loch Lomond Drar

Woman's clothing and accessones,
household items and lots more

...Sunset Or—

School

LII

TlIE LI
NETAPII0

1565 Oxford DT.
FRI.(6/26) 7AM-7

Sycamore St
Murray
•High

815 Bagwell Blvd.

Designer clothes, furniture, bicycle.
jewelry, home decor, etc

Ii

Dr

1618 Magnolia Dr.
SAT.(6/27) SAM-NOON

StoryAve

Iran

Furniture IKEA, Target, home decor

1204 Doran Rd.
FIR.(6/26)& SAT.(6/27)

Henry.St
Carol Dr

Dudley Dr

Brookhaven Dr

Lawnmower. collectible dolls, vacuum
cleaner rug shampooer, microwave, pots.
pans. dishes, glassware, canning jars,
costume jewelry', books, caulking, lots more.

Glendale Rd

Kirkwood Dr,

Edinborough Dr

Parklane Dr
Ciatesborough

•

1708 Doran Rd.South

(ceekDr

SAT.(6/27) SAM-NOON

Peggy Ann Dr

Furniture, moving sale! Queen bedroom
tables, bookcases, sofa, chair,
dining table & chairs, tools

Belmont Dr

s Roww
rassafra
Droad."..

I

mut,

705 Nancy Dr.
Woodgate Subdivision
FRI.(6/26)& SAT.(6/27)
6AM-1PM

Chaucer Dr

$is
Rd W

2- party yard sale! Funuture. Christmas,
grill, clothes, toys. too mach to list.

Greetar D
• Oil

2224 Carrohvood Way
Murray Estates Subdivision

6

SAT.(6/27) 7AM-NOON

?Clinelot Dr...!;A4

IT1

.ountry Rd

5-family yard sale!
Murray ledger & Time,

/
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Mere mention of marriage Sjogren's syndrome involves
causes man to run and hide
more than just dry eyes

ikm years ago
Pictured is Mark Manning, president of the Murray -Calloway
Economic
Development
Corporation
presenting
Jerry
Duncan of Murray Mold & Die with
a plaque honoring it as the Business
of the Year.
Main Street Youth Center will
open in a new location on South
Fourth Street.
Geneva Giles and her husband,
Howard, are shown looking over
the many colorful entries in the
Kiwanis Club and Quilt Lovers
Club of Murray's Quilt Show at
First United Methodist Church.
Five Murray State students help
Jim and Judy Stahler maintain their
daily and chicken farm. Pictured are
Judy Stahler, Megan Stout, Jenny
Pratt, Jim Stahler, Jim Ford, Gavin
Williams and Clint Edds.
Twenty years ago
Pictured is Sean Waller and John
David Poyner who both played big
roles for Mayfield Post 26 over the
weekend as the team won two of
three American Legion games.
Murray's Michael Hornback won
the singles and doubles titles at the
Hawaiian
Tropic
Tennis
Championship at Murray State.
Hornback, a 1995 Murray High
graduate and an Eastern Kentucky
signee,captured the boys 18 singles
title. Hornback and Jeremy Hunt
won the doubles championship.
. Pictured are Tricia Taylor and her
grandmother Patsy Miller, Ryan
Miller and his mother Sherri and
Lynley Sullivan and her mother
Kcisha during Red Cross swim
classes at the Murray-Calloway
County Pool.
The Calloway County High
School softball team recently held
its postscason banquet. Award winners were Sabrina Emerson, Carrie
Bell, Patricia Greer, Linda
Stubblefield, Molly Wisehart,
Dawn Davis and Krisy Whitfield.
Thirty years ago
Bill Holt has worn many hats
since coming to Murray State in
1960. Most recently, Holt was
named director of the West

Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center.
DEAR ABBY: I am 59 and
Mr. and Mrs. Rupard Kline of
have a steady, good-paying job. I
Hazel will observe their 50th wedwas married for 20 years. but
ding anniversary on June 29.
divorced II years ago. I am set
Kelly Ridley and Liz Marquardt
in my ways.
are pictured during last week's
I have been seeing a woman,
Murray State Lady Racers basket"Melinda," for eight years now.
ball camp.
She's 51 and also has a steady
Forty years ago
job. We live 30 miles apart. Our
An ordinance setting the city
relationship
property tax rate at 40 cents per
has
been
$100 valuation was approved on the
somewhat
first reading after considerable disrocky, but we
cussion by Murray City Council last
have also had
night.
some
really
Births reported include a girl to
great times.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hill and a boy to
Melinda
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Sins on June
said for
has
14, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
years that she
McCoy on June 15,and a girl to Mr.
wants to get
and Mrs. Carl Hoofman on June 21.
married.
It
Fifty years ago
makes
me
Air Controlman Airman Paul R.
nervous. My
By Abigail
Heise Jr., USN, son of Navy Lt.
hands sweat
(retired) and Mrs. Paul R. Heise of
Van Buren
and I think of
Murray, recently graduated from
every excuse not to when she brings
U.S. Naval Preparatory School at
it up. I'm in love with her, but
Bainbridge. Maryland.
when she brings up marriage. I
Births reported at the Murray
run and hide.
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
She feels our relationship
Mrs. Jerry Humphreys and a boy to
should end so she'll be free to
Mr. and Mrs. William Eugene Dick.
meet someone else and marry.
Steve Douglas, Mary Robbins, She deserves that right, and I underRita Hurd, Shirley Cathey and Pam
stand it. I struggle, though, when
Clark, members of the Murray High
I don't hear from her, speak to
School Yearbook staff are attending
her or I imagine her with somea Yearbook Workshop at Ohio
one else. It drives me nuts, and
University at Athens. They are
I end up contacting her. We start
accompanied by Mrs. Charles
talking and things seem fine for
Clark.
a while, until the M-word is mentioned.
Sixty years ago
I suggested we move in togethCpl. Gerald G. Kimbro, son of
er and see how it works, but it
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Kimbro, was
never happened. Abby, what is
promoted to his present rank while
my problem? Why can't I get
serving with the First Marine
married?-- TORN &amp;STRUGDivision at Camp Pendleton,
GLING IN ARIZONA
California.
DEAR
TORN
&amp;
New officers of the Christian
STRUGGLING: Your problem
Women's Fellowship at First
Christian Church are Mrs. M.C. may be that your first marriage
Ellis, Mrs. Howard Titsworth, Mrs. -- and probably your divorce -left you marriage-averse. Because
Walter Baker, Mrs. Maurice Crass
you're in love with Melinda and
Sr.. Mrs. Davy Hopkins and Mrs. R.
can't manage without her, let me
L. Wade. The new officers were
suggest that you discuss this with
installed by Mrs. Emma Sue
a licensed mental health profesHutson.

Dear Abby

sional and see if you can get beyond
your fears. Joint counseling with
Melinda would also be helpful
for both of you, to ensure there
are fewer rocky patches in your
relationship in the future.
MINN

DEAR ABBY: I have a special •Pennies From Heaven" story
to share with you.
My dear grandmother recently
lost her long battle
with
Alzheimer's. Toward the end, we
weren't sure how aware she was,
and if she understood us when
we spoke to her. Torught, my husband, my sister and I decided to
have dinner at Grandma's house
and go through her photos for
her funeral.
After dinner, my sister asked
if we had any chocolate. My husband said,"What about the chocolate in the refrigerator?" I hadn't
seen any, but when I went to
look, there was a packet of chocolate bars wedged in between the
drawers. The expiration date on
the wrapper was two years ago,
when Grandma last lived in the
house.
Abby, the refrigerator had been
cleaned out multiple times, but
somehow we missed the chocolate until today when we needed
a sign from my grandmother that
she was near.
Grandma was a Dear Abby
fan. We found many of your clippings among her photos. I know
she'd love it if you shared this
story with your readers. -- JEAN'S
GRANDDAUGHTER IN TENNESSEE
DEAR JEAN'S GRANDDAUGHTER: I'm glad to do it.
And speaking as another chocoholic, that you found Grandma's
stash in your time of need warmed
my heart. I hope it lifted your
spirits during what had to be an
emotional time. Please accept my
condolences for the loss of your
dear grandmother.
ef
•

Today in History
By the Associated Press
wind courtship, poet T.S. Eliot
Today is Friday, June 26. the married Vivienne Haigh-Wood.
177th day of 2015. There are 188
In 1925, Charles Chaplin's clasdays left in the year.
sic comedy The Gold Rush" preToday's Highlight in History:
miered at Grauman's Egyptian TheOn June 26, 1945. the charter atre in Hollywood.
of the United Nations was signed
In 1936, President Franklin D.
by 50 countries in San Francis- Roosevelt was nominated for a
co.
second term of office by deleOn this date:
gates .ta,the Democratic national
In 1483, irk/lard III began his .cgnvenii, n in Philadelphia.
reign is KiJ "if England.
Irt.1360, President Harry S.
In 1870%'-tfle first sectiodt.afkasThinitiroWithorized the U.S. Air
Atlantic City, New Jersey's Board- Force and Navy to enter the Korewalk was opened to the public,
an War.
In 915, following a whirlIn 1959, President Dwight D.

r
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eventually causes a marked reduction in tear and saliva production, leading to the characteristic
dryness of the eyes and mouth.
Dry mouth and dry eyes may
not sound all that bad to someone who has never expenenced
them. But consider the many consequences these conditions can
bring about. Dry mouth can cause
tooth decay, periodontal disease,
salivary gland stones or infection,
oral fungal infections and mouth
sores. Difficulty swallowing and
eating can lead to weight loss
and malnutrition.
Dry eyes can produce blurred
vision and the feeling that there
is sand in the eye. Insufficient lubncation of the eyes can also lead
to bacterial infection of the conjunctiva (the thin membrane that
covers the inner surface of the
eyelid and the white part of the
eyeball), damage to the cornea
and even vision loss.
Besides causing potentially serious problems of the eyes and
mouth. Sjogren's syndrome can
impact other parts of the body.
Fortunately, this is uncommon.
Outside of the eyes and mouth,
Sjogren's syndrome is most likely to affect the lymph glands, which
can swell and become quite large.
Indeed, people with this syndrome
also have a higher risk of developing cancer, particularly lymphoma (cancer of the lymph
glands).
Sjogren's syndrome also can
affect the skin, muscles, joints
and vagina, making them stiff,
sore and dry. Worse, it can damage organs that are essential for
life: the lungs. pancreas. kidneys,
skin and brain.
So I agree with you: While it
often is a mildly irritating condition, it can be quite severe. Fortunately, proper treatment can help
to relieve symptoms. Artificial tears
keep the eyes moist. Various treatments that quiet the immune system's attack on the glands that make
tears also can be very effective.

Dr. Komareff

Hints From Fieloise
Eisenhower joined Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II in ceremonies officially opening the St. Lawrence
Seaway.
In 1973. former White House
counsel John W. Dean told the
Senate Watergate Committee about
an "enemies list" kept by the
Nixon White House.
In 1974, the supermarket price
scanner made its debut in Troy,
Ohio, as a 10-pack of Wrigley's
Juicy Fruit chewing gum, costing
67 cents and bearing a Uniform
Product Code (UPC) was scanned
by a Marsh Supermarket cashier.

EVY BLIJEScA)

cai“ \

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
Sjogren's syndrome. People tend
to dismiss it as a problem with
dry eyes, but WS SO much MOM
than that. Can you please describe
this condition for your readers?
DEAR READER: Sjogren's
(pronounced 'show grins") syndrome is a lifelong condition. It
does tend to be best known for
causing dry
eyes. but it
can
cause
other problems as well.
For example,
Sjogren's syndrome
can
produce dry
mouth
and
affect any of
the
body's
glands,
By
including
Dr. Anthony
those
that
Komaroff
secrete sweat,
saliva and oil. About half of people with Sjogren's syndrome also
have another connective-tissue disease such as rheumatoid arthritis
or lupus.
Named after Swedish eye doctor Dr. Henrik Sjogren. this syndrome affects people of all ages
and races. However, 90 percent
of all cases involve women, most
commonly between the ages of
45 and 55.
Sjogren's syndrome is an
autoimrnune disorder. That means
the body's immune system mistakenly attacks the body's own
cells and organs. The immune
system exists to attack foreign
microbes (like bacteria or viruses) or substances that invade our
body. In autoimmune diseases,
however,the immune system seems
to think the body's cells and organs
are foreign invaders that need to
be eradicated.
In Sjogren's syndrome, the
immune system attacks the organs
that normally produce lubricating
fluid. These include the salivary
glands in the mouth and the
lacrimal glands in the eye. This

YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT MIGHT
HAPPEN TO THOSE BEAUTIFUL
COWLICKS IF MI RANO
WANDERS

FINE!

urs TALK

PREFER
POLITICS

SPORTS

THIS TAPE TAKES
As a road warrior with more than 2.5 million
CHARGE!
miles (on one airline alone), I also do all three
Dear Heloise: My husband hints. Mine? Two travel flashlights, earplugs, $1
and I have three children, and bills for tips and nonperishable food (nuts, etc.)
we all have the same type of for emergencies. — Heloise
smartphone. Because they are STUCK STICKER
the same, they use the same
Dear Heloise: Please let me know how to get
CHARGER. We fight over the yellow sticky sticker off the front of my new
whose charger is whose. I bought washing machine. — Geri D., sent from my tablet
several different rolls of decoWhy do they stick them on with industrial glue?
rative tape. Each person has a Generally, you can cover the sacker with oil —
different tape. We labeled the baby, cooking, etc..
well, tape a paper
chargers land anything else they wanted to label), towel over the area ,C
u iret sit for several hours.
and now personal "passions" are spotted in an Then try to peel just one corner up and contininstant. — M. Brown in Denver
ue. Vinegar can make a sticker easier to remove.
1 love DUCT TAPE and use it for just about too. Tape a paper towel soaked in vinegar in the
everything! I mark my chargers (for all electron- same way. Keep replacing when it dries. It should
ics) with my purple design duct tape. Oh, vou soften the glue so you can remove the sticker.
should see my phone and charger with the bright- Vinegar solves so many problems.' For money-savred lipstick kiss! Visit www.Heloise.com for a look! ing hints, order my pamphlet filled with unusual
— Heloise
usesfor vinegar. Go to my website, www.Heloise.com,
TRAVEL HINTS
or send $5 and a long, self-addressed, stamped
Dear Heloise: My husband and I have, through envelope (70 cents) to: Heloisel Vinegar, P.O. Box
the years, developed some suggestions for making 795001, San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001, Vinegar will
travel easier.
kill grass and weeds growing between pavers, too!
The No. 1 hint is to carry a "sound machine" — Heloise
in your suitcase. Sound machines provide white SAVING RECEIPTS
noise or soothing sounds, such as ocean waves,
Dear Heloise: I save receipts for reimburseetc. This blocks out noise from other rooms and
ments, returns, etc. We have a receipt drawer. All
people walking down the hallways. Plus, the receipts go in there. When we need one, there is
AC/heating units are sometimes irritating. We also only one place to look. Every once in a while
ask for a top floor, so no one is above us.
go through and toss the ones we don't need anyWe bring a night light for the bathroom, in more. — Ted H. in Mississippi
case they do not have one. I bring a scented room
spray to give the room a nice aroma; a little extra
(02015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
comfort is good so you are ready for a restful
vacation. — Rose W., Granville, Ohio
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OGRAMS AND BREAST EXAMS ARE
T WEAPONp IN TVE FIGHT AGAINST
BREA:St CANCER!

Gov. Sic
pointed
Mayfield
state senat
Madisonv
State Ur
Regents.

KNOW THE SIGNS/SYMPTOM •
• LUMPS IN BREAST OR UNDERARM
• CHANGES IN BREAST OR NIPPLE APPEARANCE,
SIZE,OR SHAPE
• NIPPLE DISCHARGE OTHER THAN BREAST MILK
• PAIN IN ANY AREA OF THE BR
YOUR NEED
INGS. IF YOU
EALTH
AUFY
CREENING

CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTM
(270)75a3381
WWW.CALLOWAYHEALTH.ORG
Thawmu WITH FUNDING FROM THE BREAST CANCER RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION TRUST FUND.
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